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Toyota
Corona
the Imported Car of
the Year is also
America's lowest
priced hardtop.
So you can save money
and show good judg-
ment at the some time.
There are other comfort-
ing thoughts about
Corona, too. Like deep-
foam cushion reclining
bucket seats, nylon
carpeting, automatic
transmission (optional)
and a quiet, gas sipping
engine that goes like
ninety.
•
arilPij• YOUR FRIENDS IN
THE AUTOMOBILE BUSINESS
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•
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Mr. Reginald's
Hair Fashions
it pa i to look is II
33 MAIN ORONO
41 PARR BANGOR
Exide
BATTERIES
Economy Furniture
Old Town 827-2484
ARE YOU
HAVING PROBLEMS?.
We Service Most
Brands Of . . .
• Ream • •
• Television
• Tape Reeardan
• Record Players
• Amplifiers
• Musical Instruments
• Pianos Timed &
Repaired
• Guaranteed Seeds*
• Reasonable Rates
YINER MUSIC
Tel. Banger 945-9494
GAS PUMP--
IS OPEN '1;1
In Augusta
PITCHERS, PIZZA, DRAUGHT
AND
LIVE MUSIC
OPEN 10 A.M. - 12 P.M. Weekdays
10 A.. - 1 A.M. Weekends
349 WATER STREET — AUGUSTA
111.10.111MMEM
ACTION
COATS
Win cheers on
campus or off
Sale
22
REG. $30
Ready-to-go look you'll love
to wear everywhere! Frosty
acrylic/polyester pile to keep
you 'snug-as-a-bug-in-a-rug'
when the breezes blow. Take
your pick now while the se-
lections are at their peak and
save at the same time! 8-16.
54-PN OUTERWEAR-6948 coat—UNIT 6-A 24" ALTERNATE
Do you have a Grants Credit Account.
It takes only minutes to apply. Ask any salesperson.
G
STORE HOURS; Mon. - Wed. 9am-9pm Thurs. — Sat. 9am-10. m
ittizA KNOWN FOR VALUES
GRANT PLAZA 501 STILLWATER AVE. OLD TOWN
• Trustees consider
HEP proposal
by Bob Haskell
By the time you read this, the UM
Board of Trustees will probably have
made public their own decisions and
recommendations for the University
of Maine's future based on the
proposals contained within the Higher
Education Planning (HEP)
Commission's report initially released
Nov.11.
Consideration of the HEP
proposals is the top priority item for
this month's trustees meeting, which
has been scheduled to last longer than
the usual day-long sessiOns.
The closed conference sessions and
•„ committee hearings, normally
scheduled for the morning, began in
Orono last night and the public sessipn
is scheduled to be completed later this
afternoon. •
The Trustees' action on the
original HEP proposals will complete
the final phase of the first step of UM
Chancellor Donald R. McNeil's Master
Plan which as supposed to direct the
University's goals and missions over
the next twenty years. -
The UM policy makers, in making
their decisions, will consider the
strong reactions the original proposals
have brought forth. It will not surprise
too many people if they change some
of the HEP suggestions, mainly
concerning • the proposals for
restructuring the Ft. Kent and
Washington State colleges into,
two-year community colleges, with
the Machias campus linking up with
the Washington County
Vocational-Technical Institute.
The almost immediate statewide
opposition to these plans reached its
peak during the public hearings
conducted at these campus locations
by the chancellor and his staff to
evaluate thc public sentiment •
regarding the proposed changes.
An estimated 1,600 students and
community members attended the
Washipgton State meeting in Machias
Dec. 2. They made no bones about
venting their support for maintaining
the college at its present status within
the system, arguing it has taken them
many years of hard work to build the
college up to its present stature and
that it is the only adequate means of
training public school personnel for
the Washington County area.
Similarly, the Dec. 9 meeting at Ft.
Kent drew a standing room only
crowd of 1,400 to the high school
gymnasium where 40 speakers were
granted time behind the podium to
argue for preserving the St. John
Valley's four-year teachers' college.
Ft. Kent faculty and student
leaders argued community colleges
were designed to serve urban
communities and the idea would not
work in the predominantly rural St.
John Valley. It was also contended the
HEP Commission was not fully aware
of the area's educational needs when
they complied their report.
D e I eg aj ions from these two
campuses attended the meetings at
each other's campus to apparently
point out the cohesiveness of their
arguments against the HEP
recommendations.
Also, delegations from Washington
'State and Ft. Kent State journeyed to
the Orono hearing Dec. 3 to listen to
UMO Student Senate President Stan
Cowan charge the commission with
"educational irresponsibility" and
catering "almost exclusively to the
exploitive interests of big business
in the state."
Following the conclusion, in Ft.
Kent, of the eight UM campus public
hearings which began Nov. 18 in
Augusta, Chancellor McNeil and his
staff went into retreat last Friday to
evaluate the controversial data they
have acquired ovr the last month and
to draw up their own
recommendations for presentation to
the trustees last night and this
morning.
Concerning the public hearings,
William Robetsen,. McNeil's public
relations assistant, said the chancellor
and his staff were "very impressed"
with the response to the HEP
recommendations and the turnout for
the public hearings..
Most of the anti-HEP criticisms
from the eight campuses were of a
localized nature, Robersen noted. He
also stated that some general criticisms
were heard from all fronts.
One of the most prevalent gripes,
Robersen said, was that the plans for
coordinating and, in some cases
changing the missions of each campus,
were proceeding too quickly and the
recently expanded University system
had not had time "to put its own
house in order" before investigating
the possibilities of including the
vocational-technical institutes in the
UM program.
He also t'ook issue with another
general criticism aimed at the fact the
HEP Commission did not visit each
campus before making the
•recommendations. The final results
would probably not have been any
different, Robersen stated.
At 7 p.m. Thursday Chancellor
McNeil and Assistant Chancellors
Stanley Freemand and Herbert Fowle
Will appear on a special 90 minute
ETV program to answer questions on
McNeil's HEP report
recommendations. They will face a
panel of student leaders and faculty
members •from the eight UM
campuses.
Viewers at home will be able to
participate in the studio discussion by
telephoning at no charge
.800-432-7991. Viewer questions will
be relayed to Dr. McNeil for answering
over the air. The telephone number
will be in operation only during the
time of actualtroadcast.
'Senate
hits HEP
proposal
The UMO General Student Senate,
during their bi-weekly meeting last
Thursday evening, passed a resolution
with a vote of 43-4, with six
abstentions, .urging Chancellor
Donald McNeil "to critically evaluate
the recommendations made by the
(HEP) Commission" before making
his own proposals and changes, due
to be made public today.
- The senate also charged McNeil
"to provide for adequate
representation of the faculty,
ctudents and citizenry of this state."
continued on page 14
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18 sanctioned after GE sit-b,
by Mark Leslie
Last week UMO Judiciary Officer
Charles Ludwig imposed • office
probation for the academic year on
the 18 students who staged a sit-in'in
East Annex Dec. 5 in sympathy with
147,000 Genciel Electric employees.
The disciplinary code explains
office probation as "an official
notation taken by a disciplinary
authority of a violation of the
disciplinary code. A student placed
on office probation is subject to
removal of any specified privilege or
privileges conferred by the University
or.- any other organization of the
University. The sanction will be
imposed for a definite period of time,
at the end of which the removed
privilege, or privileges are
automatically restored."
No specified privileges were
removed from the students, but
strong measures may be taken if any
of these students break a regulation
of the disciplinary code again this
academic year. These measures
include probation, suspension or
expulsion.
Ludwig said recently, "Many of
the students indicated that they
would appeal their cages to the
Disciplinary Committee."
The code states an appeal must be
made within 72 hours after
notification of the sanction imposed.
Several grounds for appeal may
exist for these students. Steve King.
one of the sit-in participants who is
going to appeal his case, said
Tuesday, "As far as I know, this
aspect ti•I the disciplinary code
infringes on free speech and
a %gem bly ." •
A ground for appeal taken by
another student is that having a
Motion on Agnew passes
by Margie Rode
The right of freedom of speech has
been upheld by the General Student
Senate. In the wake of Vice President
Agnew's speeches on the press and
the possibility of Agnew's coming to
Maine as a distinguished lecturer, the
Student Senate has been faced with
two resolutions on the issue.
On November 20, off-campus
Senator Darrell French proposed the
following resolution: .
"Resolved that the General
Student Senate of the
University of Maine at Orono
express criticism and concern
for Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew's recent attempts to
silence the peace movement by
a restoration of McCathy's
tactics. We, therefore, ssill send
telegrams to both Mr. Agnew
and to Senator Edmund S.
Muskie stating our concerns
about Mr. Agnew's general
attacks on the constitutional
• freedoms of speech, press, and
assembly."
However, the senate objected to its
consideration of such a question with
a 43-13-1 vote. Many felt that such?
censure on the Vice President could
prove detrimental in securing Agnew
Opposition to
P.A. system cited
The Orono Council of Colleges has
recently protested against the noise
from the operation of the Student
Action Corps (SAC) public address
system. The daily inter-student
communication which these
announcements provide during the
ten-minute class recess periods is the
largest steady source of income SAC
has.
Members of SAC and the Orono
Council of Colleges are striving for a
compromise through a council -
appointed subcommittee of two
students and two faculty members.
In the meantime SAC members
have discontinued the reading of
announcements on Tuesdays and
Thursdays when most of the
extended classes meet. It seems only
special seminars and these extended
classes (periods A,B,C, etc.) are
affected.
The special subcommittee has so
far discussed everything from daily
advertisements to a closed-circuit
television network, but no formal
findings or recommendations have
been made.
The council is conerned with three
areas: (1) the financing of the
Student Action Corps, (2) the
disruption of classes with the present
system and (3) the continued
dissemination of information with no
lessening of efficiency or convenience
to students and faculty.
The money SAC has made by
reading announcements has provided
the funds necessary to operate many
programs which SAC undertakes, but
It has been difficult to find availatfle
students during the busy day to man
the p.a. system, Miss King said. She
notes there is apathy in regards to
seeing it go and instituting a more
efficient system.
for a • distinguished lecturer. No
further motion was proposed at this
meeting.
Senator Charles DiPompo of
• Oxford during the senate meeting on
Dec. 12 proposed a milder resolution
concerning the freedom of speech
issue.
S.
Peace on earth,
good will to men.
resolved that the University of
Maine General Student Senate,
out of a sincere, act of
conKience, firmly hopesthat the
words of the United States
Consititution setting forth the
precept that there shall he "no
law.. .abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press;..." will
continue to be a living and
meaningful right of our society;
and therefore, the University of
Maine General Student Senate
sincerely, hopes that all
members of the University
community, including those
that are now visiting, or may
visit the University cowmunity
in the future, have faith in and
uphold this cornerstone of our
American Democracy."
This resolution was passed 35-5
with 12-abstentions, only after an
amendment, . also proposed by
DiPompo, was defeated. He had
drawn up the resolution feeling that
Sen. French's resolution censured the
Vice President in his right of freedom
of speech. "That Agnew used the
media itself as a means to silence the
news, not what Agnew has said, is
what should be looked at," DiPompo
stated.
Therefore, during the Senate
proceedings, Sen. DiPompo proposed
an amendment to his general
resolution in order to be more
specific. This amendment specified
that the office of the Vice Presidency
of the United States should have
faith .in and uphold the freedom of
speech. This was defeated after a
floor debate with a 7-for, 4I-opposed
and 4-abstention vote, leaving
DiPompo's original resolution as the
iesolved senate's stand on the issue.
10,000 PAPERBACK TITLES
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National
Lead
wants
you!
Go with a company that's really going places.
National Lead's 50 divisions encompass over 200 prod-
uct lines—everything from paints and plastics to nuclear
fuels and space age metals.
Annual sales approach a billion dollars. And our 200
plants, labs and offices are located throughout the
country and throughout the world.
January
National Lead
With a BA/BS, MA/MS or PHD in just about any area of
science, engineering or administration, you'll go far with
National Lead.
Our interviewer will be on campus and happy to give you
more information on the date below. Or write to our
College Relations Manager, National Lead Company,
111 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10006.
9,1970
An equal opportunity employer.
reading between the lines: a look at the HEP report
Concern over the future of higher education in
Maine is becoming evident as organized groups
confront Chancellor Donald McNeil and the HEP
Commision report. In at least half of the
hearings, groups have shown more than a
parochical concern in the question of what is the
best educational system for the people of the
state.
It is becoming more evident that the HEP
Commission did not concern itself with the
question of what educational system will best
meet the needs of all Maine citizens. Rather, the
commission concerned itself with the mechanical
questions of reorganization.
The commission talked of reorganization in
terms of "the role and mission of each part of
the university" and the "university's
commitment to two-year college programs"
(vocational-technical and community colleges).
When it presented its recommendations to the
public, the commission met with hostile
reactions from many citizens who had been, and
felt they would still be, excluded from the higher
educational process.
But the people of Maine have a right to be
hostile about higher education, for the system
has fallen far short of meeting the aspirations and
promise of Maine's youth.
A 1966 study at UMO showed only 6.65 per
cent of a sample of Arts and Sciences and
Engineering freshmen were from families with
incomes below 54,000. Another study of Maine's
Vocational-technical students showed 87 per
cent of the students enrolled in 1969 came from
families above S5,000 yearly incomes while at
the same time 40 per cent of the state's
population makes less than this income. For the
most, higher education seems limited by the
heavy financial responsibilities placed on the
student.
The HEP Commission report itself reinforces
this conception of financial exclusion. It points
out California has 110 times more two-year
students per capita than Maine, but roughly the
same per capita number of four year students.
The California data indicates two-year
community colleges and vocational technical
schools, suggested by the commission as a
solution to the educational needs of the state, are
in fact terminal educational programs. They are
not doorways to higher education as the
commission would have one believe for very few
two-year students go on to four year institutions.
What the HEP proposals for two-year colleges
seem to be are an attempt to make available a
specific education that would give students a
higher skill level to meet the demands of industry
as technology changes. What HEP proposes is to
produce more people with an upgraded skill level
to meet industrial demands for development of
the state's economy.
It seems that HEP is primarily concerned not
with the desires and asperations of the people
but rather with producing manpower to fulfill
the need for a higher trained working force.
A look at the makeup of the commission will
make this concern clearer. Of the 29 members,
16 have big business or big political
(international, national and state) interests or
powers. Eight others have administrative
educational-social service functions in public
education, higher public and private education,
trade unions and 0E0 programs.
Since the HEP Commission is so heavily
the maine
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weighted on the 'side of business and important
political connections, even to the point of those
in education and social service having business
interests, it is to be understood that this interest
would show in its perspective on education.-
Briefly, the HEP Commission is by its
compostition an industrial planning commission
which views educational functions as fitting
business and industrial. markets: This thought is
further reinforced by the lack of any educational
philosophy anywhere in the HEP Commission
report.
The report is a logical extension of the public
school "tracking" system, where students are
placed in a track based upon supposed "objective
criteria" (IQ tests, -reading ability etc.). Yet an
analysis of this system indicates often times
blue-collar children'are placed in the lower tracks
while children of white-collar parents will be put
in upper tracks. The track is further hardened in
high school when students must chose from three
areas of study; commercial-vocational, general.
and college prep. Usually the students from the
lower income groups, and -the lower tracks, in
grade school end up in vocational-commercial
curriculums in high school.
The system thus keeps children in the same
socio-economic strata as their parents, and
prevents them from making a free choice of their
educational goals. Since such a large per cent of
Maine's population is in low income groupings, if
can be seen a great percentage of high school
graduates have been directed toward
vocational-commercial programs.
The IIEP Commission admits to the
proposition that the state needs a labor force for
industrial expansion. What should be pointed out
is the reliance on a tracking system to achieve
this, a system that prejudges individuals and
guarentees a continous graded labor supply. This.
is a system that does not take into account the
individuals right to the education of his choice,
but rather tracks him into what the dominate
political and economic figures sec as their needs.
There is definitely a need for change in the
system of higher education in Maine, but that.
change should come in reverse of what the HEP
Commission proposes. In order to change the
system to fulfill a more positive and democratic
conception of higher education those interested
in higher education in Maine should con.sider the
two looks at the
The Disciplinary Code of the University has
come under fire again, this time as a result of the
sit-in at East Annex against the General Electric
recruiters. The CAMPUS has published two
editorials in the past attackipg, weaknesses in the
• Code, urging students to protect themselves from
the possible had results that calling in outside
forces might create. There is. however, another
weakness in the Code.
The Disciplinary Code is unconstitutional.
Among the protections guarenteed in the Bill
• of Rights is that no person may be found guilty
of anything without "due process of law." It
implies that no man can be set up as prosecutor,
judge and jury. The Code place; the disciplinary
officer in such a position. Because of this, the
students who never see the Judiciary Board. have
been judged guilty without even a semblence of a.
The Code empowers the disciplinary officer to
impose various sanctions against students who
violate university rules and regularions„ Although
a convicted student has the right of appeal, a'
student's Constitutional rights have already been
violated before any appeal can he made.
Because this very important section. of the
Code is unconstitutional, it invalidates the whole
Code. The entire Code is written to insure
university rules and regulations are upheld aRd
violations can be handled in a set procedural
manner. Every statement in the Code is a part of
the whole. The Code is not broken down into
sub-sections, such as drinking laws, driving laws,
etc.
In considering the constitutionality of a
congressional bill, the Supreme Court must either
strike down the whole bill or none of it. The
Court cannot declare a specific statement in the
bill to he unconstitutional.
This rule is applicable here. Unless parts of the
Code are rewritten, the unconstitutionality of
thoses parts makes the entire code
unconstitutional. (DEE)
following proposal, an OPEN ADMISSIONS
policy employing the philosophy that
"Education is a right, not a priviledge."
1. .A complete and non-selective open door
policy to all higher education institutions for all
Maine citizens. Education is a primary goal for all
and the "objective criteria" of the university has
long excluded most from attending or even
applying for admissions.
2. One of the greatest barriers in higher
education is money. There should be no tuition,
and other fees should be based on ability of a
family to pay. Stipends should also be provided
for families who need the extra income that the
student would be providing for the family if he
were not in school if this is needed.
3. An end to flunk outs. The student should be
able to decide when his time is being illspent.
The flunk out "rate" is now used to prejudge
marginal college students who have had less than
a good high school background and are in no way
prepared to meet the curriculum 'at the
university. Courses must be provided to upgrade
the individual in deficient areas; this will make
the education itself more democratic.
4. End to the tracking system. The greatest
present block to a student being able to develop
himself, his desiies and abilities, is tracking.
When 'students are not pre catgorized they
develop in entirely different ways then when
they are. This is the most undemocratic aspect of
the system and must be removed.
5. Community control of community colleges,
included in that control curriculum, hiring of
faculty, and all* financial operations. These
colleges like the four year colleges should offer
courses about particular aspects of their region.
The existing four year colleges in the system
should not be structurally altered in any way,
but greatly expanded.
6. The State of Maine should subsidize higher
education, but allow each college community.
vocational-technical; and four year school--to
maintain financial autonomy. The sour.ce of
educational costs should be placed on those in
the state who have.the ability to pay. An increase
of the corporate tax to 15 per cent with no loop
holes, and. a really progressive income tax
replacing the present property and sales tax
would help. . (DLB/JG/SAW)
disciplinary code
• UMO and the Black Panther Party seem to
have not much in common. But students here
and members of the Panthers are both being
• denied their constitutional right of being tried by
members of one's peer group.
The Panthers are not happy about the racist
conditions under which they are being tried. In a
typical case a Panther is arrested, charged and
convicted by the White middle class. No one
seems to care about the miscarriges of justice
that occur, except the victims. The "silent
majority" sleep easier at night and Blacks and
Whites move a little further apart.
At LIMO we can sympathize wiht the Panthers,
for we have a similar problem though not nearly
as serious. It conerns the Disciplinaiy Code and
its Judiciary Board. There are 12 members on the
board, six students and six faculty. These twelve
people sit in judgement over student's, as the
Code does not apply to faculty or staff.
Can faculty be said to be part of a students
peer group?Usually not, and if faculty were to
be judged by the board they might not
appreciate being judged by students. Why, then,
must students be forced to stand trial before six
faculty?
The remedy for the problem is simple.
Restructure the board to have 12 students and
no faculty, or else bring faculty under the
jurisdiction of the Code.
There are enough students of varying political
philosophies on campus to assure the board
would not be weighted too heavily in any one
direction.
Perhaps the Code should also be reworked to
establish a jury call system which could produce
12 uninvolved and unbiased jurors for every
major board decision, leaving the standing board
to handle the everyday type of hearing.
These things, along with open, public hearings,
such as are held in every court in the nation, '
would do much to make the Disciplinary Code
more in line with the true spirit of justice. (DEF)
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reader opinion
environmental breakdown
To the Editor:
The recent CAMPUS editorial.
"Conservation: is UMO doing its
part?" should be required reading for
the entire university family. During
the lifetime of most students, our
environment has deteriorated to the
point where it i not only aesthetically
intolerable, but furthermore presents
a real threat to man's survival. Chronic
health effects of environmentat
breakdown are not easily pinpointed,
but the decrease in longevity over the
past few years is clearly indicative. The
State of Maine is hardly immune, as
pointed out in the editorial.
Yet, there exists a danger that the
present student generation will accept
this deteriorating environment as an
Dear Sirs:
•
inevitable fact of life without as much
as a struggle. Evidence for such apathy
is clearly wen in the fact that current
s tud net involvement has hardly
touched this issue. With the exception
of a small dedicated group of students,
conservation pressure in Maine is
exerted largely by the "other"
&enerations and sometimes most
energetically, by persons well into
retirement.
It takes litle observation to note
that the sparsity of Maine's population
has provided little protection. Nearly
all of Maine's small urban areas have
air pollution as bad as that in major
cities, and often more obnoxious than
that which would call forth a smog
ecology laws
I congratulate you for your recent
editorial on Ecology at the University
of Maine. I am surprised that for once
you have stumbled onto a true issue of
far reaching affect. Ignorance of
ecology may have already gone far
enough to seriously affect future
generations.
I would suggest that P.A., the
editorial writer, be the first to take an
ecology course (the Zoology Dept.
also offers one). In his ignorance he
stated that wildlife students study
only the" ecology of game animals, in
fact the ecological laws which apply to
game animals must also apply to all -
animals, man included. These same
laws will catch up to us in the future if
we neglect ecological education now.
KC Stevens
•
430 Dunn
Member: UM Wildlife Society,
Maine College Young Republicans
—more conservation courses
To the Editor:
Your editorial of 4 December
regarding the conservation crisis is
most welcome. Present land and water
mismanagement and the
ever-increasing demands of more and
more people on dwindling natural
resources make environmental
awareness a necessity for all citizens.
Although an ecology course is not
required for all Maine students! would
like to point out there are a number of
"environmental" courses now offered
on the Orono campus. These do not
deal only with "species usually seen at
the end of a shotgun," for example, Bt
130,Ce 175,Ce 179, EA I43,En 211,
ly 19, Fy 19s, Fy 48, Zo 156, Zo 168,
and Zo 362. This is by no means a
complete list.
John It. Dearborn
Associate Professor
Department of Zoology
the forest for the trees .
To the Editor:
While I was reading Jim Smith's
column last week I suddenly drew a
corellation with what he was saying
and what Prof. Harold Young said
about students having the "guts to do
something about it."
I am a forestry student, and know
exactly what Smitty is referring to.
Some of those "educators" in the
to department are perfect
examples of men with cobwtbs in
their ears, instructors using the same
lecture notes since 1949, and
educators who insist that making
course requirements more liberal and
open to the studertt is not good for the
college.
It disturbs me to think that last
year a class was dismissed because the
instructor asked for suggestions and
was bombarded with legitimate'gripes.
It disturbs me to think that every
summer the juniors in forestry and
wildlife must attend a summer canip
where they "learn" to do things that
many of us have been doing for the
past couple years on our summer jobs
with the U.S. Forest Service, State
Organizations, and Wood using
companies. Instead of earning money
to come back to school with and
pickup some valuable work
experience, we pay to go to summer
camp.
It disturbs me to think that many
of the forestry courses are repetitions,
as if the instructor feels that the
students don't have the intelligence to
get it the first time.
It disturbs me when I see that the
department is very slow to any kind of
change, and that the students arc
content with griping and murmuring
To the Editor:
and cussing in a very low voice instead
of standing up and making their ideas
known (as if it would do any good).
By now you probably feel that I'm
just another long haired aggitator
mouthing off. Not so. My hair never
has *been long, my grades have never
been low, my agsociates have never
been of bad character, and 1 usually
have been able to get alorig with all of
my instructots including the ones I
didn't always agree with. I'm a
concerned individual who has to tell
people baek home to go to Va. Tech,
N.C. State, or Penn. State if they're
interested in forestry, not the
University of Maine. And that is
something that I'm not proud to say.
There are some very fine forestry
professors here, but it is a shame they
teach mostly graduate courses. There
are very good facilities in both the
Forestry Building and the University
Forest, but, it's a shame that the
quality and attitudes of many on the
faculty don't match with that of the
facilities.
There is mita' room for
improvement. But it can't come about
by the Student - Faculty Advisorary
Committee, because it was appointed
by the "establishment," the students
having no say.
Of course every one realizes that
when I sign my name to this letter I get
on the "list," and will never see
another good grade in any forestry
course. But, it's a free country, What
do you think, fellow forestry
students?
reorganize AWS
After reading Cindy McGowris
defense of A.W.S. I was very much
disgusted - to put it mildly - at her
attack on Miss Monaghan and her
Blox Daugherty
enlightening "clarification and
correction." Let us face the facts right
here and now, A.W.S. is an inefficient
and ineffective representative body
alert in kos Angeles. Paper companies
apparently feel that they can use our
air as a cesspool. Despite the
availability of technology to eliminate
this air pollution, it is clear that the
paper companies will dump their
wastis into oirr air as long as we permit
them to do so.
In the immediate area, the problem
is compounded by three open dumps
that seem to burn most of the time.
Recently while hunting on my own
land, I found myself in a shower of
cinders from the Bangor dump more
than a mile away. It was so bad I
decided to move elsewhere, and my
second choice proved to be downwind
from PCF. There's, nothing like clean
Maine air! A related source of air
pollution is a threat in southern Maine
phere a large parcel of land has been
set aside as a deposition site for Boston
garbage. This new form of economic
development can not apparently be
blocked because of the absence of
zoning laws. Yet, the problem is not a
simple one, and garbage must
somehow be disposed.
• Elsewhere in. this country
automobile emmissions are killing
large Madds of timber. It appears that
the U.S. will soon be blanketed by
automobile smog, and many species of
plants will be threatened, including
our white pine, which is particularly
sensitive. Fortunately, we appear to be
more smog-resistant than pine trees,
but how much more?
These are just a few symptoms of
the current environmental
breakdown.• Are we too busy
destroying our planet to exert any
effort to save it? Or don't we even
onre. We have had our brief moment in
the sun.
Franklin L. Roberts
• Associate Professor of Zoology
,sorority
chatter
To the Editor:
I'd like to comnfent on sororities.
Every Monday evening we are invaded.
They trot their little bodies down the
stairs, into our rec room, and plunk
their coats where people usually sit.
Then they plop their bodies in the
chairs provided for dorm girls who
want to watch television. They also
play, or attempt to play, the piano
while girls who pay $475.00 a
semester for a room are trying to
watch the news (which is at 6:00 and
unfortunately coincides with the Hour
of Invasion). Then they start their idle
chatter, which, I might add, is not even
kept to a dull roar. .
On Monday while Richard Nixon
was announcing an important
reduction of the troops in Vietnam
(Nixon thought it was important, but
as I found out later, it was the same old
thing), there they were, babbling away
while a few girls tried to listen to that
speech. The Hancock Hall rec room, or
any other•dorm rec room, is or so I
thought, there for the girls who live in
Hancock, to enjoy, and to watch
television in peace and quiet. The
"they" I am referring to are the
numerous sororiti girls on this
campus. The "they" have a room all to
themselves in which "they" can do
their talking. In Hancock "they" also
have a large hallway to stand and
chatter in. If "they" do not have the
intellectual capacity to understand an
important national speech given by
the President, "they" might at least
have some respect for the girls in
Hancock Hall, or any other dorm, who
care to watch the television in relative
peace and quiet.
Kerry Huggins
6011ancock Hall
due to its lack of organization and lack
of communications. I know, I'm
Standards Board Chairman of Hart
Hall plus being a •member of the
Student Senate. Therefore, I've had
"indirect" direct contacts with the
A.W.S. superior communications line
and I must say direct contact with the
Student Senate.
I'm not advocating abolition of the
A.W.S., just a complete reorganization
in its constitution and representation
garbage truck
by Steve Kihg
There are strange things in the world.
In the late 1890's, a New York City judge named Crater, well-to-do
and well-respected, went around the corner to buy a cigar. He has
never been seen since. A few years later Ambrose Bierce disappeared in
Mexico. His mule was found, but Ambrose was not. There are those
who hold the opinion that Mr. Bierce, author of The Devil's
Dictionary, may have been gathered up and whisked away by his
dictionary's real author.
In 1936, during the height of the dust-and-drought depression, a
rain of frogs fell on Oklahoma. ln 1947, Captain Thomas Mantell of
the United States Air Force reported that he was chasing an
Unidentified Flying Object into the stratosphere. He reported that the
object was huge, saucer-shaped, and travelling at a fantastic speed. His
last communication with this world was: "It's turning...it's
turning...my God.. .oh, my God..." the wreckage of his plane and
of his own person was scattered over a three-mile area.
In 1949 six scouts and their scoutmaster were frightened away
from their upstate New York campsite•by a huge, red eye that floated
toward them in the dark. The eye was reported to be five feet across.
In 1964 the family of a normal radio technician were forced to
vacate their home in Long Island when they were repeatedly
bombarded with flying bottles, vases, and ashtrays. The last straw
came when a 150-pound stereo hutled itself across the room at one of
the radio technician's teen-aged daughters.
In 1969, Jim Smith (author of Smith on You) was confronted with
the glowing white Figure of a young woman in a long gown on Pond
Street, in Orono. Smith took several steps toward here and she.
disappeared.
Odd. It may be...it just may be that there is a hole in our world,
perhaps in the very fabric of our Universe, and Things cross back and
forth. It may be that in some other world (perhaps a world where the
angles of a triangle, when added together, total 185 , or where the
glowing, wandering apparitions of Ambrose Bierce and Judge Crater
frighten large, intelligent ants out of their wits) all of our ancient
boogey men exist and walk and talk and occasionally disappear into
our own realm.
But of course it's probably nonsense.
In the early 1800's a whole sect of Shakers,a rather strange religious
persuasion at best, disappeared from their village (Jeremiah's Lot) in
Vermont. The town remains uninhabited to this day. On the night
before one of my high school friends died in a car accident I dreamed
of a hideous man with a scarred face hanging from a black gibbet
against a green sky. The incident sticks in my mind because the hanged
man was wearing a card around his neck bearing this friend's name. I
woke with the sweaty premonition that on the night before I kicked
off I would dream the dream again, only this time the card would bear
my name.
In 1856, a whole train disappeared from the rails between London
and Brighton. In her novel. "The Haunting of Hill House," Shirley
Jackson advances the disturbing hypothesis that houses live and that
some houses are psychotic and are apt to kill anyone who sets foot
inside their doors. The Puritains believed this implicitly. Haunted
houses according to Cotten Mather, were to be burned to the ground,
and the land on which they had stood seeded with salt.
In England today witch-cults flourish strongly. Black Masses are
held, the Lord's Prayer is read backwards, and a communion of lamb's
blood is taken in unconsecrated abbies. Sometimes, as was the case an
the infamous Moors Murders of some years ago, human sacrifice is
invoked. The head of the strange cult that participated in the murders
of Sharon Tate, her friends, and six others, believes himself to be the
Devil. His colleagues claim they participated in the blood-bath while
under hypnosis.
But of course it's all nonsense.
Jeanne d'Arc didn't really hear angels singing to her in an orchard,
and no one can really faith4ieal. The idea that the sun stood still at the
battle of Jericho is almost as ridiculous as the idea of the virgin birth of
Christ. Moses must have been joking about that burning bush and
perhaps he was doing mescaline when he thought the Lord told him
"Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live."
Yet, it's all very odd.
That star over Bethlehem was odd. Those medically-unthenticated
cases of stigmata- bleeding from the hands and side during the season
of Lent -are very odd. That feeling you sometimes get, that you've
been here before, felt this before, done this before—that's odd.
Nonsetise -but very odd.
I'd like very much to know where Judge Crater went, where those
frogs came from, who or what Jim Smith saw on Pond Street. But if I
found out, I might never be quite the same.
The insane asylums arc full of raving lunatics who sec odd things all
the time. Maybe they only got half-way through.
But that's all pretty ridiculous -isn't it?
that will enable the women students to
voice their complaints and opinions
openly and without restraint. An
organization that is representative of
ALL the women and that is able to
produce results without having to go
through unnecessary red-tape. One
point is imperative - that University
women know what is happening. As it
stands now we don't.
If A.W.S. isn't and won't be
revamped only then do I say abolish it
and replace it with a more viable
agency that will be a voice for Maine
women. This childish and foolish
name-callling isn't getting anyone
anywhere. Lets get on the stick and get
busy!
Judy Hackett
212 Hart Hall
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—play ball
again
To the Editor:
By his letter in the December 4
CAMPUS graduate History major
John J. Kelly, Jr. seemed to indicate
that he had fallen asleep during his
undergrad History, Psychology, and
Phy s. Ed. courses. His absurd
comparison of the Viet Nam War to a
football game was even less than
specious reasoning. War is the outright
killing of fellow human beings. Sports,
in part, are forms of sublimated
aggression.
Before he presented his thesis he
should have, at least, reviewed the
literature, record books, and stat
sheets. If so. following his analogy, he
would have found that during a
North-South bowl contest, of many
years duration, a team of professional
All-Start came onto the wrong side of
a muddied field, where markers were
obscured in the midst of a blinding
monsoon. When there was an
indication that the majority of players
on both bowl teams would vote to call
the game on account of darkness, the
All-Stars balked. Fearing a forfeiture
to the North they forced the game into
a sudden death playoff. Now, in that
final period. the All-Stars wish to
extricate themselves from this mire
with clean uniforms. Instead,
incidents such as the horror of My Lai
reveal the All-Stars to be as sullied as
the rest wallowing on the field.
Think about that the next time
you watch a football game.
Ronald L. Seder
Graduate Student
Psychology
illiberalism
To the Editor:
The December 12, 1969 issue of
Maine CAMPUS contained an editorial
comment by DEF concerning Spiro
Agnew and something about
"lowering the quality of Maine's
intellectual life" as a result of Mr.
Agnew speaking on campus. Only a
sophmoric ignoramus would make a
statement like that. This illiterate
dunce is an example of our own local
breed of superficial liberal. A true
liberal attitude toward listening to a
wide variety of philosophies, rejecting
some, swallowing others, and finally
synthesising one's own point of view is
surely not present in DEF's remarks.
Personally, as one who favors
socialism as a form of government. I
feel his kind of illiberalism actually
hinders social progress. People on the
outside of the University tend to repay
those with insensible attitudes in their
own coin by voting down vitalbond
issues, thereby suffering the whole
system for the mouthings of our
colony of troglodytes. A charter
member of the group is Jim Smith,
who wails about the inadaquacies of
the university, feels really big
accomplishments are booze on
campus, the demise of IFC, protest
marches, and •Country Joe concerts,
while ignonng the fact that a few
million bucks were just blown.
Recognized are other factors
which contributed to the defeat, but
by the admission of several voters,
disgust with narrow-minded student
attitudes caused them to vote no. Jim
Smith and DEF, at least, are not
helping to correct this misconception
of the university.
A start would be the open minded
willingness to listen to any speaker,
regardless of ideology, or at least stop
trying to block other people from
listening.
Micheal Patten
broadminded?
To the Editor:
In contrast to Billy Philbrook's
elation over the fact that not all people
here on campus are broadminded I
find it apalling that there are so many
closeminded students. The letters to
the editor in the CAMPUS seem to
increasingly approximate those in the
II A NGOR DAILY NEWS which
should please Billy but it amazes me.
Judy Entwistle
226 Colvin halt
Dear Sirs:
greatest
This is just a note to question the
channelling of student energy in
various projects around the campus
this year. The latest cause is the issue
of drinking; but I say, "what issue?"
This university is just as "wet" as any
institution where booze is legal and
the administration knows this only
too well. No one really believes that
the university officials can deny
knowledge of the staggering (pun?)
amounts of alcoholic beverages
consumed each week at Maine; to do
so would make them either grdssly
naive and misinformed or out-and-out
liars.
They have only to inquire at the
dormitories to realize the herculean
task facing maids and janitors in
carrying out the "empties" after a
weekend. Speculation on alcohol
consumption in the fraternities could
cause heart failure in one of our
"deans of temperance" and when the
To the Editor:
need for reform
•
band plays the Stein Song at football
games it's stretching things a bit to
presume the fans are toasting the team
with Coca-Cola and Diet-Pepsi in those
ever present paper cups.
I heartily applaud the efforts of
those persons responsible for applying
enough pressure on the powers-that-by
forcing them to officially recognize
drinking, but the victory is a hollow
one in final analysis.
The Administration is recognizing
actions that arc already widespread
and that they have no means to restrict
effectively. Without losing a thing by
actual concession they have hoped to
gain considerable face with the
undergraduates by their supposedly
liberal act.
It seems a waste of time for the
hardworking student senate, or
whoever engineered the reform, to
bother with such a trivial project.
Drinking will go on unchecked with or
the colonel is upset-
When I read the December 11 issue
of the CAMPUS and came across the
letter by Jim Mundy and Bill Pbilie,
something that had happened to me
the night before became revitalized in
my memory.
I teach a course in Introductory
Psychology for CED up in Presque Isle
at the Loring Air Force Base. Every
Monday, we fly up there at about 4 PM
and arrive by 5:15. at which time we
are driven over to the Officers' Club
where we have dinner before our class.
On friday night. December 12, we
flew up there to make up a class that
had been cancelled because of the
weather, and in keeping with our
plans, we went over to the Officers'
Club. Having arrived early, we stopped
in the bar for a drink during the
"happy hour" (yes, contrary to all
indications,1 am told the military does
have a happy something, sometime).
Dressed only in sweater and slacks, I
felt a little uncomfortable because
everyone else seemed to be wearing
jackets and ties, but I gave it little
thought and began sipping my
whiskey sour.
Within 2 minutes, someone
beckoned me and asked me to step
outside so he could have a word with
me. Well, 1 thought he was going to tell
me about my not wearing irjacket and
tie, so again I didn't give it much
thought.
When I got outside, the guy 11
don't know what rank he was because
he was out of uniform) said to me
"The colonel would like to know if
you're a member." I replied that I
wasn't but that I was an instructor
from the University of Maine teaching
a course on the base.
The guy then said: "The colonel is
upset about your moustache and long
sideburns" ii shudder to think what
the colonel would say had he seen me
last year when I had a full beard,
trimmed (if -course!). I was sort of
flustered because this is the kind of
thing you read . about but it never
really happens to you and I just said
"Well, the colonel doesn't hatie to
worry, we're only having dinner here
and I don't plan on becoming a
member."
At that point the guy said that I
shouldn't misunderstand him, he
didn't care, but the colonel... .. I said:
"Sure, I understand, the colonel."
I walked away and shook my head
and mumbled a few well chosen
phrases under my breath. I guess I
must be some kind of threat - I'm not
effete, I'm not unwashed, I'm not
impudent, but hold everything,' must
be a snob!!
-e. curtis clarifies
To the Editor:
I find it necessary to clarify some
points expressed by Miss Joanne
M onaghan.
In my letter of Dec,4 I said, "How
many of you have actually had a
meeting with your senator?" This is
not an allusion that all or any senator
is irresponsible. It has two
interpretations; one, that senatorS
should plan meetings with and for
their constituents, and two, that the
students should have the initiative 'to
prod their senators into holding these
meetings. Mr. Stan Cowan, at last
Thursday's Senate meeting urged all
senators to do just this.
In paragraph three I stated that the
Student Senate implements programs
in the name of the student body with
little or no consultation with its
constituents. 11 does. This is not to say
that the fault is with the Senate. My
complaint was my inability to express
my views on matters discussed by the
Senate. (I know who one off-campus
senator is, but judging his editorials, I
don't consider him "my"
representative.)
I attended last week's meeting as
urged by Miss Monaghan. There are
2400 off-campus students. Does she
expect us all (his emphasis) to fit into a
lecture hall designed for perhaps
200-300 students? What would
happen if we all were to go to the
Senate office to find out who the
Mark David Roth
Graduate Fellow
Department of Psychology
off-campus senators are? Can you see
2400 students asking for such a list?
Obviously, she Wants us logo to them,
which we all should do now and then,
but she fails to say that they have a
responsibility to us also.
I made no generalizations about
the senators. I only asked questions. It
seems to me that asking questions
about certain activities, ideas,
factions, etc. automatically brands
you either "out of it" or "extreme
right wing" politically_ And I would
appreciate knowing what my
"attitudes" were in my Dec. 4 letter. I
expressed an opinion (paragraph four)
and asked a couple of questions and
someone gets upset. Yet, "distention"
is supposed to be healthy. With whom
do you agree to be considered
"learned?" With whom do you
contradict to be labled "fascist" or
"right wing?" "Thou shalt not allow
thy opponent to speak."
I. Curtis Wilbur III •
Editor's note: Mr. Curtis, would you
please get hold of a typewriter over
Christmas vacation, and type your
letters to the editor from now on? I'm
setting tired of having to wade
through the typing myself.
JF,S
without the approval of the
Administration and the ratification of
this ammendment is less than
monumental in significance.,
I would rather see Cowan and his
diciples direct their efforts toward
• improving the social codes, parietals,
Women's curfews etc. and the
abolition of course requirements.
These are very real problems facing the
students and the ways of getting
around these annoyances are few
indeed.
In closing. I reiterate my respect
and support for the fine work being*
accomplished by these reformists but I
urge them to work first in areas of
greatest need and importance.
:UNIV. OF M AINE CLASS RING with!
'igreen faceted stone. Must sell. Will:
Bret C. Gilliam '73 :change date and size to fit new owner.:
:Never worn. Special $35.00. Call Mr.:
:Rudom 942-3022 any Day.
Fee for CED
To the Editor:
Starting the spring semester of
1970, students will have' to pay a
nominal $5 registration fee for any
course from the UM Continuing
Education Division (CED). Walter P.
Fridinger, acting director of CED,
announced rising administrative costs
make the fee necessary. The fee will be
standardized for CED and summer
session courses. Therefore, because
the summer day courses have required
a $10 fee, the new fee will be a $5
reduction.
The new listing of spring CED
courses has been published and can be
obtained by writing any of the CED
offices in Augusta, Lewiston, Portland
and Presque Isle. Students on this
campus can pick one up in 14 Merrill
Hall.
.Timismaimmusimmeameig
hasn't been wasted
In last weeks copy or the CAMPUS
a letter by Sandy Shubert was
published. It was in rebuttal .to an
article I wrote the previous week
regarding education.
For Sandy Shubert's benefit and
for the benefit of those who agree with
Sandy Shubert. I would like to clarify.
a few points.
Sandy's opening paragraph ends
with these two sentences. "I'm sorry
that you have wasted so much of your
time and somebody's money. That's
your fault."
Well, contrary to what Sandy
Shubert may believe.' don't think that
my three and a *elf years at the
University of Maine have been a total
waste. As a matter.of fact, I have had
some pretty good times, I have made
many friends, and I have gained a great
deal of knowledge. •
But most of the knowledge I have
gained has been outside of class. Most
of the educational fulfillment I have
gained has been through my own
efforts.
But let's leave that alone for a few
minutes.
Sandy mentioned the foreign
language matter. Now, as Sandy says,
"...theoretically you have completed
a minimum of two years of foreign
language in high school."
This is true. Unless I'm wrong it is a
continued on page II
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by Nancy Milasauskis
Paulette Bedard
A joint effort of individuals,
sororities, and fraternities welcomed
in the Christmas season on December
12 in a"Yuletide Blowout."Delta Rho
sorority sponsored an evening of
listening to songs and watching skits,
portraying a "theatre in the round."
Lambda Epsilon sorority sang
"Winter Wonderland" featuring
Marsha Montgomery. Also "Frosty
the Snowman" was topped off with
snowballs being hurled at the students.
Phi Sigma Pi's trumpets blew the
notes to "What Child Is This." Later in
the show, their "Twas the Night
And What
THE DRAFT LOTTERY
by Linda Duplessis
"Let the guys know where they
stand."
"The lottery is a good idea. It
probably shook them (the nation)
right out of their tree!"
"The government is only as good as
the leadership an ignorant .populace
will elect and 1 won't follow just
anyone."
"...No draft law will be popular as
long as we have an unpopular war."
"There's nothing good about the
lottery because there's nothing good
about the war. No war is good so how
can we justify a lottery?"
"I'm in favor of a volunteer army
because anyone will get killed if
they're paid enough."
These are just a few of the
comments made by the women
students and facility members
Tuesday. Dec. 9 and Wednesday, Dec.
10, while the survey concerning the
Naitonal Draft Lottery was taken. Of
420 male students, 141 valid responses
were received. Considering the large
number of men who were not eligible
to participate in this survey due to age
or because they are veterans, we feel
that we received a satisfactory number
of responses.
In order to make the survey more
Docembar 18, 1989
•
DECEMBER 19, 1969
•
IKPIPCIT
FARMINGTON STATE COLLEGE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
$. • The brothers 'of Kappa Delta Phi
itO joined with Lambda Epsilon in
ilikt "Friendship and Good Beer." Pictured
here is talented John Lowell while
la doing his selection "I Believe."
O 
Phi Mu Sigma's sisters dressed up as
Santa's dolls who wound themselves
411 t up to bring to life'Santa's Workshop."All I Want For Christmas Is My Two
O 
Front Teeth" was also in a skit done
by the sisters.
O "Let There Be Peace" and "What
Child Is This" was harmonized by Chi
11) • . Delta Phi's sorority.Sheila Wedge and Veronica Walshe
• did their version of the 7 o'clock news1 which was concerned with pertinentissues of today. Their sisters of Delta
Rho provided the background lyrics of
"Silent Night."
It was:definitely a night of good
will and Christmas cheers. All should
be congratulated.especially Delta Rho
and Sue Blake Who was our Mistress of
Cermonies for the evening.
Before Christmas" was presented in
quite the unexpected way. Even Santa
Claus ended up. with a ticket for not
having an exhaust pipe on his sleigh.
Jerry Fotter geniusly pounded out
"Jingle Bell Rock" on the piano. He
also accompanied Carol Skillings with,
"It's a Holly Jolly Christmas" and "0
Holy Night." Inter-varsity had a
manger scene with two of its
members, Laurinda Lash and Donna
Redly, presenting a favorite of all,
"Away in a Manger."
"Is there a Santa Claus?" Phi Nu
Omega featured Jane Perry in trying to
answer this timely question. Their
chorus did a marvelous job in their
numberous songs of Christmastide.
•Senate
Elections
FARMINGTON—Results of the
recent Student Senate elections at
Farmington State College of the
University of Maine have been
announced by senate vice-president,
Terrance McConnell of Stillwater.
Senators Shelley Reed, Lewiston,
and E. Don Bouchatd, Millinocket,
were re-elected to serve one-year
terms. Newly elected senators
include: Catherine Dunham,
Falmouth; Sharon • Hennings,
Farmington; Barbara Packard,
Portland; and Dennis Gragnolati,
Windsor Locks, Conn.
Results of Student Senate Elections
December 15, 1969
E. Donald Bouchard
Sharon Hennings
Catherine Dunham
Dennis Gragnolati
Shelley Reed
Barbara Packard
309
254
241
238
230
210
Was Your Number?
relevant the lists of responses were
divided into three sections, 001-122,
123-244, and 245-366, as was done on
the televised national lottery drawing.
This survey showed a fairly eveli
percentage of FSC students in each
third. The FIRST third, however, had
the highest percentage of 36%; the
SECOND third had 31%; and 33%
were in the THIRD third. •
The following is a graph showing
the results of the survey:
Question Isio. 1
Are you in favor of the lottery as
compared to the draft?
total 83%, positive; 1st third 66%.
POSITIVE., 2nd third 88%. positive;
3rd third 94%, positive
Question No. 2
Are you in favor of a volunteer army?
total .87%, POSITIVE; 1st third 88%,
positive; 2nd ,third 84%, positive; 3rd
third 90%, positive
Question No. 3
Has your number Altered your future
plans?
total 56%, negative; 1st third 66%,
POSITIVE; 2nd third 74%, negative;
3rd third 64%. negative
Question No.4
Are you considering resisting
induction?
•
. • •
total 87% NEGATIVE; 1st third 87%,
negative; 2nd third 88%. negative; 3rd
third 76%, negative
Question No. 5
Do you think the lottery system is the
fairest system possible?
total 67% NEGATIVE; 1st third 69%,
negative; 2na third 66%, negative; 3rd
third 67%. negative
Some highlights of this survey were
that only 66% of the FIRST third are
in favor of the lottery as compared to
the draft; whereas 83% of the total is
in favor of it. Also, 66% of the FIRST
third stated that the lottery had
altered their future plans; it had not
altered the future plans of 56% of the
total. That the lottery system is not
the fairest system possible was the
opinion of the majority. •
Even though a great munber of
today's young people (and old as well)
have bgen involved in peace
demoqstrations and other forms of
resistence to this war in Vietnam, 87%
of the FSC males said that they would
not resist induction.
13y conducting this survey we
became aware of FSC's feelings
toward the lottery and also toward the
War in Vietnam.
This is a sampling of the comments
continued on page 3
The Maine Campus
by Nancy Lorenzen
Senators have been busy all week
conferring with President Olsen and
Dean Nickerson concerning the
curfew and campus drinking in order
to present as much information as
possible for discussion at our last
meeting, before elections on Dec. 15.
In answer to inquiries of who's term is
up and which Senators will be serving
till elections, in the spring: Senators
Don Bouchard, Ken Bryant, Michael
Cyr, Terry McConnell, Sandy Panton,
and Shelley Reed have finished their
terms of office, although Don
Bouchard and Shelley Reed, who were
both interim senators have decided to
run for re-election. This leaves
Senators Colin Campbell, Mike Henry,
Nancy Lorenzen, Bob Philbrook, and
Scott Woodward to serve with the
newly elected Senate representatives.
Al Wednesday night's meeting
legalized campus drinking was the
topic of the hour(s). We cannot make
any formal policy on this matter until
after the U.M. Trustees meeting on
December 18, at which time they will
formulate a set of guidelines for each
campus to follow to put legalized
drinking into effect. FSC may be far
ahead of the game already because we
have, as of this year, drawn up and put
into effect a campus Disciplinary
Code, which is one strong point that
the Trustees will probably
recommend. So don't sit back and say
they're putting us off. We may be
halfway there! Senators Bouchard,
McConnell, and Woodward have
formed the basis for an ad hoc
committee on drinking to be ready to
present our case when the time comes.
The Judiciary Boards which may have
to be "set up in each dorm may be
established to serve the dual purpose
of handling curfew regulations when
the time comes as well as drinking
regulations.
The important thing to keep in
mind is that when the time comes for
FSCUM to be considered responsible
by the trustees for legalized campus
drinking, a group of students is going
to have to present a report of policy
and procedure to the trustees, and we
have to find this group of students
somewhere on this campus.
President Mike Cyr and Senators
Donald Bouchard and Scott
Woodward attended the U.M.A.S.S.
Conference last weekend. Dec. 6 At
Machias were representatives from the
eight campuses who formed the
University of Maine Association of
Student Senates. Mike Cyr was elected
chairman of the new organization,
whose major action last weekend was
to formulate a resolution urging
Chancellor McNeil to "give cntical
consideration to the
recommendations of the HIT.
Commission and place the true
educational needs of our state as the
first priority in the decisions of the
administration of the University of
Maine."
The Senators emphatically
brought to our attention the
extremely strong feelings at
Washington State College and Fort
Kent State College, especially against
the plans of the Commission to reduce
them to community colleges. Their
main objections lay in the fact that the
HEP procedure is basically a move to
financially reorganize the University
system efficiency without regard for
welfare of the people who would be
attending these institutions.
Three members of the Women's
Interdormitory Council were present
to bring the Senate up to date on the
curefew proceedings. After working
on a policy for almost a year which
seems to be going through an unending
vicious circle of channels, the
representatives are seeking Senate
backing for the curfew system that has
been supported through two campus
wide polls. The Senate urged the
following procedure:
I. Tighten up the "loose" Scott
North government by forming a
constitution for the dorm which could
be done simply by adopting a
constitution to fit their needs.
2. Then as an officially
recognized organization, combining
the Men's and Women's Interdom
Council by (a) selecting men to attend
this Council and (b) revamping the
constitution of the Women's
Interdormitory Council to form one
whole In terdorm Council.
3. With this basic groundwork.
the Curfew Committee should then
proceed to complete a satisfactory
system that would represent a system
that would represent both the men
and women on campus. They would
work with assistance from Dean
Williams and then secure the approval
of Dean Nickerson on the final draft.
4. The final policy would then
be sent to the President with a
statement of policy by the Senate
recommending the acceptance of the
new curfew system. The council
representatives expressed a desire to
move out of the deadlock that all their
work has seemed to funnel into as a
result of their being sent from one
Dean to another to the President and
so on. Time is being waited, work is
slowed down; hopefully by
strengthening our organizing
procedures we can put the curfew on a
more solid base.
Senator Bob Philbrook then
presented the following motion for
Senate consideration:
I move that the Student Senate,
F.S.C.U.M. request of Mt. Lowe of
and for the dining center and Slater
Food service a STATEMENT OF
POLICY AND/OR A COURSE OF
ACTION on the below listed items.
I. SECONDS. Students wishing
seconds must go to the end of the
line. However, it is not uncommon
for the line to continue forming
from the end. regardless of who is
standing there.
continued on pap' 3
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Letters
Dear Editor:
• What I have to say is not concerned
with just one or two people but with
everyone; will you take the time to
read this?
Are you 'concerned with what's
happening today or do you try to
overlook what you hear, what you
read, and most important, what you
see? If you are a typical FSCer, the
latter question probably applies to
you. You live in your own day to day
world of attending classes, gbing to the
cafeteria (which is likely the highlight
of your day-Big Deal!) and, of course,
hanging around in your dorm room.
You say that studying takes up so
much of your time that you are unable
to become interested in what's
happening in the otitside world (Yes.
Farmington Travel
Service
Wilton Rood
FARMINGTON, MAINE
Phone (207) 778-2102
Virginia, there is a world outside of
FSC!) or inside, and that even if you
did have the time your opinion or help
wouldn't he effective anyway.
If you are not interested in what's
happening, things will never change.
And, as Dylan, says, "the times they
are a changin'." Your thoughts, your
feelings, and your help is really needed
in making these changes possible.
Tradition may not be for us, changes
are being made and still need to be
made in politics, religion, education,
and life as a whole.
Right here, at ESC, many
improvements are in progress, but to
hasten these and to add more changes,
the involvement of the majority of the
student body is needed-not just the
involvement • of a minority. C'mon
fellow students let's not be apathetic,
get with the movement; what may now
be only a dream, may be reality in the
future. Shalom,
L .A.D.
SS Satisfied
Lottery Was Fair
WASH I NGTON--(CPS)--The
National Selective Service
Headquarters is satisfied with the
fairness of the Dec. 1 draft lottery
despite the fact that computer checks
have shown the drawing favored those
NEWBERRY'S ---
Hindquarters for
College Supplies
 4
MIRROR
Editor, FSCUM MIRROR
Concerning Chancellor McNed's
tribute to U.M., Orono that they are
.the gem in the crown," it seems
only fitting and proper that a group of
concerned students here at [SCUM
make known our corollary to this
statement that [SCUM hence forth be
referred to as "the ruby in the navel."
Thank you for your ear.
Nancy Lorenzen
(Courtesy of Scott Woodard)
born in the first half of the year.
A Selective Service official told
CPS the selection process was made as
random as possible in that capsules
containing dates were stirred with a
spade before the first one was picked,
and that the picking was done by 52
people, all of whom did not pull out
capsules from the same place in the
bowl.
Soon after the lottery, two college.
students, Brian Reid of the University
of Maryland and John Ware of USC,
were reported to have discovered, by
running the lottery results through
computers, that draft officials
evidently placed the dates in the bowl
in chronological order with January at
the bottom and December at the top.
The figures bore them out. People
born in December had the lowest
average ranking, 121. November was
close behind at an average of 149,
followed by October and September.
The average January ranking was 201,
February 202, March 226, April 203
and May 208.
Reid said the draft officials fell
into the same trap many television
shows do: they assumed that stirring
the contents of the bowl would ensure
a random sample. This falls short of
giving everyone an equal chance, he
said.
The Selective Service official said
the drawing qualified as random under
his agency's definition. He said serving
in the military is a "good experience"
anyway, so people shouldn't be upset.
"We all have to go sometime."
1 0,MEN'S SHOPlettn's
ARA
Services Inc.
Farmington Pizza &
Variety Store
OPEN DAILY TO 12 PM.
Friday, Saturday to 2 A.M.
Sunday to 11 P.M.
DELIVERIES MADE TO THE
COLLEGE
Telephone 778.2111
West Farmington, Maine
STATE
THEATRE
Farmington Dill 8-4877
Now thru Tuesday
Battle of Britain
Fri, Sat, and Sun
evenings 6:30 and 8:45
Sun. Matinee 1:30
Mon and Tues.
One Show at 7:30
DECEMBER 18, 1969
•
The Reason Why
Scientists and little children are known for their discomforting habit of
asking, "why?" all the time, so it is appropriate for me to answer that query
with reference to why I give sex education talks on this campus to any group
requesting such a talk. A library full of books on the subject, films (in color).
and even formal classes would seem to many to answer fully any demand, but
a college is more than just these things, and the opportunity to learn should be
complete when lives depend on that learning. In providing these talks (free no
less) I hope to help to spread the doctrine of "Prevent Unwanted Children." I
doubt that even the most rabid religious bigot could stand up and claim that
guaranteeing poverty, misery, disease, and even starvation for one's young is
moral or good. I frankly feel that having children is an assured duty, not a
right, and if one assumes that duty, one should have reasonable assurance that
the young will not be deprived merely because of the extreme selfish cruelty
of the parents who claim that it is their right to have children who are
unwanted. Note the paradox of the parents' claiming a right and the resenting
the child because he now exists as an extension of their own creation.
If you have ever known of people who "had to" get married, if you have
never heard of or seen mistreated children (from psychological rejection to
outright brutality), if you have been able to live this long without being aware
of starvation, misery, poverty, malnutrition, disease, and outright aggression.
then I congratulate you and would like to visit you in your little padded room
for reassurance that all will be well even if we allow such things to exist
"somewhere else."
Psychiatrists have recently noted 82% of people living in metropolitan New
York exhibit emotional symptoms associated with the stress of overcrowding.
Even the technology that can put a man on the moon cannot cope with the
sewage and refuge of such an urban area as New York City. Since most people
do not like the idea of increasing the death rate (even wars are dreadfully
inefficient at that, and automobile deaths are also insufficient), the only
alternative is to decrease the birth rate or accept overcrowding and chlorinated
sewage as drinking water and food (rice?) grown from human excrement and
continued on page 3
Is it grudge or need?
From the Dec. 2 Student Senate Minutes under New Business:
Senator Scott Woodward suggested that the Student Senate retaliate against
the biting attacks of the MIRROR toward the Student Senate. Articles in the
defense of the Student Senate will be sent to the MIRROR for publication.
The Student Senate received a letter from the MIRROR staff requesting
funds for a new office. It was generally decided that the MIRROR'S office
difficulties are of their own making and they can plan for office improvement
funds in their upcoming budget.
Editor's note: What the MIRROR Office requested for this year was sonic paint
for thew ails and some carpeting for the floor.
We have one question: Did the Student Senate act from a personal midge or
because they saw no real need for the office improvements? If the Student
Senate really knows the reasons why we were moved out of the old office why
don't they take them up with us? We have not, as yet, been told why we were
forced out. Furthermore, how could they generally decide "that the MIRROR'S
office difficulties are of their own making?"
If Senator Scott Woodward feels that there is a need to retaliate against the
MIRROR because of "biting attacks toward the Student Senate," we would like
to know what specifically, he calls "biting attacks."
It has been our policy and has always been our hope to print articles, letters or
other such comments in the MIRROR disagreeing with our positions on issues.
To date (12/10/69) we have received no letters that have in any way challenged
our views. We would welcome constructive criticism from anyone; Senator
Woodward, just like anyone else, is free to write or contribute articles. We would
welcome this -after all, we too find it difficult communicating with a so-called
'silent majority.'
11I1Iickey's VariotlIlvayihisie for"NO— NORTON'S MUSICSTOREInstruments IL Accessorios4 Church StreotFARMINGTON 
EDARERATT
94 glop
"The Fun Place to Shop"
This week featuring:
Distinctive and Unusual Gifts
komi
Moppi t Posters, Moppit Cards,
Mobiles, Chimes,
Incense, and candles
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Senate - continued from page 1
ACTION. Allow those who have
gone to the end of the line to retain
their position regardless of the
formation of a new "end."
2. SECONDS. Seconds are given only
for the First course. If seconds are
available on all courses, why the
limitation?
ACTION. Allow students seconds
on the course they desire.
3. DRESS CODE. Students are no
longer required to "dress" for
Sunday lunch/dinner (sweater
and/or tie and coat).
ACTION/RATIONALE. Enforce
dress code for this one meal. This
action will contribute to the
professional attitude and social
structure of this institutuion.
4. LINE OPERATION. On Friday
and Sunday evenings, long lines
have at time formed, adding
confusion, bad feelings and causing
hardship to the cafeteria
employees.
ACTION. Based on weekend
count, open two lines on those
Friday evenings that may appear to
be well attended and every Sunday
evening meal. Most students are
back on campus by Sunday
evening.
Rationale: Student request, ease of
operation, and need.
The motion was accepted and a
request shall be made with Mr. Lowe
to make him aware of the situation.
Any action following shall have to
come from Slater.
A few interested students from the
Freshman Class attended Wednesday's
meeting and expressed welcomed
opinions. Talking with these people
later, they impressed me with their
enthusiasm for hopes for the Senate
and its part on campus. A suggestion
was even ventured that the Senate
hold a regular meeting in Merrill Hall
so that students could have a night out
and go to a Senate meeting.
BIG TEN
PIZZA
Broadway
FARMINGTON
Sunoco Gas
FARMINGTON MAINE
MIRROR PAG
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Reason -- continued from page 2
filtered air and no privacy and all rights subordinated to the "good of the
state and who the 11... wants that' Protest, picket, raise your clenched Fist
to the skies, blame someone else! it's all the fault of the establishment, the
hippies, the foreigners, the older generation, this young generation, the SDS,
the weathermen, the capitalists, the racists, the bigots, the outside agitators,
and so on ad nauseum.
So what can I do? I can pass on information which might otherwise be
ignored or overlooked and hope that it helps. Talking about it will not create a
demand: how many couples do you know who had to get married earlier than
they planned? It wasn't because they knew too much, that's for darn sure!
After all the bombardment of the advertising media today (my heavens, even
sexy teeth!), I doubt that my telling it like it is will cause anyone to do what
they weren't planning to do anyway, and if what I say can help to prevent the
formation of unwanted life, I'm overjoyed. After all, a child's life is at stake,
and that's about as serious a factor as I can think of. There is a need by the
individual, by society, and even for the survival of humanity involved when
you look at the entire world picture. Accidents will happen, but the greater
the insurance, the better, and a loved child is a greater legacy than the
"battered child syndrome" and the loss of humanity in individuals and society
at large.
Ed's Note: Mr. Martin has made himself
VI bays tiiip.smi. 
Lotteev 
-continued from page 1
that were given by the men:
"Pray for me!" (1st third)
"I think the bums—either high school
dropouts or those not furthering their
education—should be drafted, not
college graduates." (1st third)
"Married! Four years working for a
degree. Now my number comes up
81!" (1st third)
"What can I say?" fist third/
"The big man still doesn't go! Who are
we kidding? The small man fights, the
business world profits." (3rd third)
"Why can't we have peace? What was
Nixon's number anyway?" (3rd third)
"Will do what I want, though maybe in
another country." (2nd third)
TRASK JEWELERS
"Gifts for all Occasions"
College Jewelery
R. L. Martin
available to any group who would like
"I think it's just a sneaky way for
Tricky Dick to pass the buck. Know
what 1 mean?—'Shut the door and stop
the draft'." (2nd third)
"This country needs help. Nixon
could do better." (2nd third)
"I believe we, the United Stales, Wave
forgot ten the basic reasons for
supporting Veitnamese people: such
mass conformity without recalling and
questioning the initial reasons simply
is disgraceful and a humiliation to
American democracy." (3rd third)
"Let's end the War."
AMEN
Howard's
Liggett-Resell Drug
FARMINGTON
Prescriptions
Film - Flashbulbs
Luncheonette
School Supplies
Cosmatics
GLORIA'S BEAUTY SALON
College girls-
10', off on all beauty services
over Howard's Roca TeL 778-2050
Simply beautiful..
beautifully simple.
... That's what you'll be in a
lovely gown from
N.M. Goldsmith's
Old Town, Mo.
See your Goldsmith representative, Room
310, Scott South TODAY or visit the store
personally. You'll be glad you did I
Profane language is as old as man. In every form of man's speech, he has
always found some deviant phrases and words which would become socially
unacceptable to the society to which he belongs. Now that the new modem
world has flourished in every aspect of human life, do y ou think that he has lost
this "foul" vocabulary which actually plays a reaction of opposite meaning to his
resource fullness?
I have found that this sort of ignorance exists throughout our campus. I can
understand why the frosh use it,but whythe upperclassmen?If a girl were to walk
into the men's dorm, and if she got a good load of the average language used
there, she would probably faint. But when the girls are around, the boys usually
hold it down, except in certain instances. There is a certain body of young
"boys" on this campus who get together at times and try to show the campus
that they are "cool." They believe that, by grossing out girls as they go to dinner
or as they come out of a dance, they are king of the hill on this campus. Now, this
group is actually a minority of the major group. For those who enjoy backing up
this promiscuous group, then. I say, you are as good as they. You rank on the
same level as they - PIGS!
Although the basketball team lost to a fine Salem squad, I must commend
them on a good try. I do not believe that Salem's basketball team is twenty points
better than us. We had many turnovers which might have meant the difference.
but who's to know? My only disappointment was in the announcing from the
scorers table. I do not believe that there is a basketball player on the Farmington
team whose last name is "house." Nickname or not, we, the spectators would like
to know the names of our basketball players. The announcing of names when a
player enters the game should be given correctly. If there be a speech impediment
within his mouth, then find someone with a clear and clean voice.
Well fans, that's all for now; but remember: Profanity is the sure sign of pure
ignorance, and where this ignorance exists, men will fail!
*****************************
From the staff
A Holy Christmas
*********peace**********
Wishing You All
a Merry
Christmas
and a
Happy New Year
Broadway
...,-- --<ARMINGTON, MAINE
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Women's Sports
by Lynn Hamlyn
ROLLE RSKATING
The rollerskating enthusiasts who meet every Monday and Wednesday nights from 6:30-7:30
are progressing very well. Anyone interested in rollerskating, male or female is welcome. Mrs.
Barstow's rollerskating classes in P.E. have learned three R.S.R.O.A. dances, the Glide Waltz, the
Progressive Tango, and Society Blues. She hopes to reserve the rink in Winslow for her skaters so
that they could see how a real rink compares to the gym floor.
VOLLEYBALL
The FSC volleyball squad is having a fine season, suffering only two defeats, the first game with
Bates and a game with University of Maine in Orono. When the girls played Colby, both teams
defeated their opponents by taking the first three games out of five. Last Saturday, Farmington
was host to University of Maine in Orono, Husson, and University of Maine in Portland. They
defeated both Hu sson and UMP but lost to the University of Maine.
Mrs. Obert was most impressed with the second Bates game. The volleys were long, involved,
and extremely exciting. Our girls really displayed their abilities in that game. The members of the
Varsity squad are: Anne Turlo, Carolyn Mahar, Paula McFarlane, Chris Cain, Barbara Belanger,
Linda Thomas, Betty Heald, Dianne Roy and Connie Wike. The J.V.'s also deserve credit for their
record of three wins and one loss. The team is ready for their final game with Gorham. Good Luck!
BOWLING
The W.R.A. Bowling consists of twenty-four girls divided into four teams. These teams are
made up of only Juniors and Seniors, but Mrs. McLean is adding eight Freshmen and Sophomores
who have attained the highest averages in the P.E. classes.
The team standings are: the Kool-Aids in first place with six wins, the Roll-Aids in second
place with five wins, the Band-Aids in third place with four wins, and the First-Aids trailing in last
place.
WITCHES END STREAK AT ONE
by Woodi
A veteran, sharpshooting Salem five spotted Farmington an evenly played first half, only to rout
the young Beavers with a fine shooting display in the second half here Saturday night. Held to a mere
one point advantage, 40-39, at the intermission, the rugged Witches exploded early, and pulled
steadily away during the second 20 minute battle. The final score was 89-66, and was the unbeatcr.
Massachusetts club's second victory of the young season.
Lack of rebounding contributed to the Beavers' downfall, and the inability to convert but few
field goal attempts resulted in many forced shots. Inexperience was probably a factor, also, as the
veteran Witches early controlled all aspects of the game. On the plus side of the ledger freshman
whiz, Barry Peaco, and Rumford's Dave Prevost scored in double figures, as did big Al Carlisle.
On Thursday night, the Beavers opened at UMP, and after a sputtering, inept start, rolled to a
semmingly impressive 92-78 romp. Headed by Captain Steve Williams' 19 points and 24 "boards."
the Beavers ran the outmanned Vikings out of the new gymnasium. The victory was the first over a
UMP team at Portland since '67.
Thus, the Beavers head into the second week of the season a shaky I — I and hopeful of improving
that against the likes of Ricker College at Houlton on the 9th of December. With added experience
and confidence, the Beavers may develop into a "pennant contender." The home opener is alway s a
difficult game to lose, but a season is not built or destroyed on one game at the beginning of the
season onward, ball bouncers!!
Sugarloaf
Mountain will be
hosting the
USEASA alpine
training camp
December 16-23
with competitors
end coaches from
Dartmouth,
Middlebury, St.
Lawrence and
other leading
imistern college ski
powers training in
the first camp
session. The camp
will be under the
direction of FSC
coach, Tom
Reynolds, the ski
team will be
involved in further
trainihg as well, at
Sugarloaf from
December 28-31.
This year the
PK team will be
led by Captain
Rick Whittier who
was one of the
East's finest
competitors in
Slalom and Giant
Slalom last season.
Whittier, as a
sophomore, missed
qualifying for the
NCA A Slalom
The Maine Campus
Whittier — "one of
Championships in the West by one
place. This season, the NCAA
championships are in the East and we
hope FSC can have a representative
present.
Team spirit has been excellent
during the fall work-outs, and Coach
Reynolds feels that balance and depth
will be better than ever this year. He
looks for good performances from
Sophomores Soplis Brian Richards
and Jack Shaner backed up by
ex-Edward Little Captain. Freshman
John Maloney, and Junin' Dan Miller.
Other members: Rod Lawrence, Don
Siviski and Freshman Bill Gaudet, add
to the team. "We are only as good as
our depth" states Reynolds, "and all
though these last few boys listed are as
yet untrained, we feel they will help
give us depth of reasonable quality."
The squad also hopes to be
strengthened by the addition of
Freshman Jim Kidder from Rangely
the Elet's
the second semester.
The FSC ski club plays an active
part in the competitive scene at
Farmington by officiating all home
races; and not only do they do an
excellent job, but also try to initiate a
variety of colorful situations to make
each race more interesting and
exciting. They are currently trying to
come up with something big for the
opening Winter Carnival race Jan. 9th
with Maine, Colby and Norwich
University. Perhaps an award for the
best costumed gate keeper and
pre-race music, or they may even raffle
off one of the FSC varsity Ski Team
competitors to some eligible FSC coed
for the Winter Carnival ball. Come see
us at all our home races—we have a
hall!!! We even save the best for last
because we couldn't get along without
Junior Hal Cushing who serves the
dual roll of competitor. manager, and
general man of the hour.
December 19. 1969
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reader opinion
wasted
continued from page 6
requirement of this school that each
student have taken at least two years
of foreign language in high school
before entrance.
I took four years. I took two years
of French and two years of Latin and I
didn't learn much. Now this may be
my fault to an extent. But I refuse to
take the blame for a faulty educational
system.
You know how I was taught
French? Well the first day I entered
class my freshman year in high school
the teacher spoke not a word of
English for forty-five minutes. As a
matter of fact, she rarely uttered a
word of English for two years.
Instead, we watched films and
listened to records and got lost.
Once the instructor told us that
this was in order to gain accreditation
for our school. I think that's hilarious.
I also think it is pathetic.
When educational excellence is put
aside to achieve something far less
important, there is something wrong.
Sandy talked about science
requirements. It is true that a
mathematics course is a possible
substitution for one of the years of
required science.
But I don't like math anymore
than I like science. And since I'm in
journalism and will probably spend
who's 
done what
To the Editor:
Since I am so illogical, and so
unintelligent, I'll make my comments
brief (that is, briefer than Miss
McGown's). From what I can gather
from Miss Mc-Gown's rage-ridden
letter is this one thing: you missed the
point of my letter, Madam President.
It was not intended to be the start of
the name-calling, mud-slinging
vendetta that Miss McCown has
resorted to, and so, to keep from
escalating the feud further I'll try to
keep this less emotional, and on an
even keel.
If I have done nothing else for the
AWS (and I liked the way Miss
McGown begged my question. Has
AWS done so little that they have to
answer my question with a
counter-question?) I have finally
elicited a reaction from the powers
that be. Let me make one thing clear.
My purpose was to fire up the AWS in
general, and not attack Miss McGown
personally. My concern is not with one
small group that supposedly
represents all women students, but
with this campus as a whole. I am not
concerned with, or like the idea of
groups that work solely to pertetuate
their own power, and so, I would like
to see a change in the AWS
constitution, representation, etc. I
would like to stress that all I would
like to see occur within theAWS is that
it become a truly representative body
on this campus. I would like to see the
AWS evolve into an organization that
women students can go to for a
legitimate means of attaining anything
that pertains to women that they
would like to see happen. In other
words, I would like to see it become
the viable, verbal, active
lack-of-red-tape organization that it
already has the potential of being, but
has not yet become. I do not want to
see AWS abolished!
Any person who is elected to an
office of some prominence must also
accept the fact that public criticism is
usually attached to that office. Miss
McGown's letter leads me to the
opinion that she is unaware of these
little unpleasantries that come with
her position. If President Nixon
over-reacted to every criticism aimed
at his administration, we'd have a
nation-wide Chicago. So cool it.
Madam President - you're singled out
because you're the president, and you
represent an administration at which
criticism is directed. I would like to
add that what you say reflects upon
your administration and the other
officers, and I'm not so sure that they
are happy about the emotionalism and
muckraking exhibited in your Dec. II
letter.
If Miss McGown would like to
confirmed on page 12
•
the better part of my life pounding on
typewriters and writing stories it
might be a little hard for Sandy
Shubert to justify the eight semesters
of math or science and foreign
language which has been and is being
crammed down my throat.
It would be particularly hard for
Sandy Shubert to justify these things,
I think, if Sandy Shubert knew that I
would very much like to take a few
more sociology and philosophy
courses and don't have any open
spaces left for them.
There are other things in Sandy's
letter with which I do NOT agree, but
,
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I'm not going to go into them.
Basically they are Sandy's opinions
and contrary to what Sandy believes, I
DO have some respect for other
people's opinions.
I even respect the opinions of tired
old faculty members.
But I have very little respect for
faculty members who have outlived
their usefulness because they refuse to
bend with the times, because they
have lost the ability to communicate
with young people, and because they
will not acknowledge these facts.
Jimmy H. Smith
' 4117,6"ftj
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*CEILING
AND
VISIBILITY
UNLIMITED
At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft "ceiling and visibility unlimited"
is not just an expression. For example, the President of our •
parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiv-
ing an engineering degree. The preceding President, now
Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current
President of P&WA started in or engineering department
as an experimental engineer and moved up to his present
position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have
one thing in cominon — degrees in an engineering or
scientifie field.
• To insure CAVU*, we select our engineers and scientists
carefully. Motivate them well Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching. for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
•
Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL •
AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEM-
ISTRY •• METALLURGY • MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAM-
ICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS COMPUTER SCI-
ENCE • ENGINEERING SCIENCE • ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
Consult your college placement officer — or Write Mr.
William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, East Itartford, Connecticut 06108.
CAW! might also mean full utilization of your technical skills
through * wide !singe ot challenging programs which include jet
engines for the newest militaiy -and commercial aircraft, gas
turbines for industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space
programs, fuel cells for space vehicles and terrestrial uses, and
other advanced systems.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
•
OISOSION OF UNITIFID AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
A
eq.• OPIMettonity
•
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Necklace only $4.95 Bracelet with Figure charm $5.95
•
•
Whatever it.is, here's the thing to hang your hang-up on.
Got a yen for sighs: Libra, Pisces, Taurus? Hang it on.
Got a thing for other things: symbols, emblems, charms?
Pick 'em out. Hang 'em up. Let 'em show.
The LITTLE HANG-UP is the new way to say what's
happening to you...right at the time that it's happening.
Delicately tailored, absolutely round, one piece GOLD-
FILLED or STERLING SILVER BANGLE (with charm).
Here are just a few of the many charms available.
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:ROWN JEWELERS 11-13 MAIN ST. BANGO
1970 TECHNICAL GRADUATES
Mechanical. • Electronic • Elect•-ical • Computer
RESERVE
Thursday, January 8, 1970
TO INVESTIGATE THE BROAD SPECTRUM OF
POWER AND PROCESS CONTROL
This is the date that you can "brainstorm" with our rep-
resentative on your campus. Use this interview to find out
what's new in your field of interest. Graduates starting
with' us in 1970 will be trained in activities they choose
engineering, sales, service, research, development, com-
puter applications, and other challenging fields.
Use this time to learn how Bailey fits into the world of
power and. process control. Ask about Bailey 855—The
Process Control Computer. Learn what's new in the nu-
clear control field. Find out how Bailey products, systems,
and computers are used to automate and control power
plants,, nuclear reactors, iron and steel processes, and
many other continuous industrial processes. Learn how
Bairey continues to set the pace in industrial automation
and contributes to our aerospace effort.
Our representative looks forward to answering your ques-
lions. See your Placement Director to arrange an appoint-
ment.
• BAILEY METER COMPANY
AN 'EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
The Maine Campus 
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know what I have done for AWS, she
knows where she can find me (if she
can find time from this busy schedule
she keeps telling us about). Instead of
getting so paranoid about an imagined
referendum on Dec. 15th, and the
institution of 24 hour parietals, and
instead of basing AWS strategy on
other such rumors of. what the Senate
is doing (it is not trying to make the
AWS a sub-committee of the Senate,
by the way), why doesn't she heed her
own emotional plea of having the
intelligence not to believe all one reads
as the gospel truth, and I might add, all
one hears? How about a women's
caucus, Madam President, with AWS
officers, .representatives, and women
senators working TOGETHER to
alleviate some of our obvious
problems? Talk sessions have been
offered before, and here they're
offered again. When you're ready,
we're waiting.
So, I've tried my hand, Miss
McCown, and I bid three no-trump.
Joanne B. Monaghan
two comments
Dear Sir:
I wish to make two comments
concerning your recent article on the
Sociology Department. Firstly, I do
not agree with the peculiar ethics
which would be involved in either
providing you with the information
for the article or with the ethics
involved in printing it. Secondly, I also
know that there are several factual
errors in your reporting: low grade
journalism smells by any name.
Robert L. DeWitt
Assistant Professor
of Sociology
$f WEEKLY
!Smith on you
X- mass
by Jim Smith
The other night I found out some
people are wrapping their Christmas
presents in Reynolds Wrap this year. I
also found out recently no one can
have an authentic evergreen tree in any
of the buildings on campus.
Perhaps I ought to change one
point in that first sentence. Actually
the people are wrapping their Xmas
presents in Reynolds wrap.
"Deck the halls with bows of
holly..."
Yeah, it's that time of year once
again. Xmas season.
It begins right after George
Washington's birthday. You can tell,
because all the store managers get a
little edgy and they start to bring out
all their plastic fantastic goodies and
hang them around the store; up and
around supporting beams, down along
the floor, in and under counters and
between Barbie Dolls' legs.
I'm going to recommend that you
folks take stock of what's happening.
This time of year is always so
spiritually invigorating.
Go down to your local department
store and get it on.
You know you can get Xmas trees
in two different varieties now. There
are the plastic ones, in evergreen peen
and pastel pink. And then there are the
aluminum ones.
And there is going to be no fighting
with the Joneses. because these lovely
trees are all the same size and all
symmetric. None of those short limbs
to mess around with. None of those
scrubby tops that you can't tack a star
to. And best of all, they've eliminated
that ghastly fir odor. No more
allergies.
Are you worried about snow?
Have no fears. You can buy Xmas
snow in aerosol cans now. A coupk of
cans will do the trick. They aren't very
expensive and it looks just like that
real stuff, only it's not cold and it's not
wet and you can't make snowmen out
of it.
December 18, 1969
Xmas has really come a long way
since Bethlehem, folks. I bet the three
wise men would really have
appreciated this plastic snow instead
of having to wade through all that cold
stuff.
Yeah, Xmas has come a long way.
And it's got a long way to go.
Things are looking up each year.
Just imagine the following vast
improvements over what we have now.
Things like styrofoam turkeys and
plastic eggnog. Cranberry sauce is
going to be made out of petroleum
products. If there is anything left over
you can pack your automobile wheel
bearings with it.
Dispensable. That's the key word,
Brothers. Dispensable.
There's going to be no waste from
now on. No fussing around. No hassle
with the neighbors.
The department store people have
really been doing their thing to
promote that good ol' Xmas spirit of
brotherhood throughout the free
world.
They're going to get Santa Claus.
Take his name for instance. You
re-arrange that first name and you
come up with S.A.T.A.N. That's not
all. This guy has been getting away
with illegal breaking and entering for
years and nobody has done a damn
thing.
And to top it all off, he wears a
RED SUIT!!! Obviously a pinko.
Well, that's just a short summation
of the good things in store for you.
And things are going to be a lot
better all around.
I love Xmas. I just can't wait for
George Washington's Birthday to get
over the next year, so we can get hack
at it.
Happy Hanukkah to all my Jewish
friends. Maybe we can do something
about that. too. How does Happy,
Xukkah sound?
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The Maine Outing Club is offering the following
fine quality camping equipment at discount rates:
1/8" 550-lb. test white nylon cord
British Army aluminum pack frames
U. S. Army down sleeping bags
Contact: Ned Rohr, Greenhouse
tel. 866-7919
Phil Cayford, 124 Aroostook
tel. 866-7211
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FOR EVERYTHING'
IN MUSIC
lesausenb - Books - Supplies
118 MAIN ST. BANGOR
•
HARDING
FLORIST
WEDDING BOUQUETS
FUNERAL DESIGNS
CORSAGES
POTTED PLANTS
CUT FLOWERS
FLOWERS BY WIRE
Free Delivery to Campus
CALL 989-2100
22 S. Main St. BREWER
banana MIS
BOWDOIN ENDS ROTC CREDIT
Brunswick, Me. (IF) Bowdoin College
and the Army have agreed to end
academic credit for courses in the
Reserve Officers Training Corps
(ROTC). "After honoring contractual
obligations to those who are presently
seniors enrolled in the program, the
college will not grant academic credit
for ROTC courses," stated President
Roger Howell, Jr.
POLLUTION
Boston—A day-long seminar on
water pollution keyed to the nation's
college students will be held at Kresge
Auditorium, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology , Cambridge, 9:30 a.m.
Monday, Dec. 29.
This seminar, one of nine to be
' held across the nation during the
Christmas Holidays, will be conducted
by the Northeast Region of the
Federal Water Pollution Control
Administration, the agency of the
Department of the Interior
responsible for cleaning up the
country's waterways. Invitations
together with details of the seminar
are being sent to colleges throughout
the Northeast. All students are
welcome.
Student advisory groups will be
formed at each of the nine seminars.
These in turn will elect a five-member
group to make up a regional Student
Council On Pollution and the
Environment (SCOPE). Each of the
nine regional SCOPE's will elect one of
its members to a National SCOPE
which will serve in an advisory
capacity to Interior Secretary Walter
II ickel. Hickel will designate an
additional student to serve with the
DC. YOU NEED a drawing
pen, ink, paper, pencils,
rulers, typewriter ribbon?
Anything in the office and
school supply line.
Bangor Merrifield
Office Supply
14 State St. Bangor
MANHATTAN TROPHIES
Manufacturers and
Distributors of
Maine's Largest
Assortment of Trophiee
Engraving of All Types
9 May St. Bangor, Me.
Tel. 942-6464
KEEPSAKE
—DIAmoNDs—
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing
University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
Complete line of fraternity and
sorority charms
38 Nlain St. Orono
Tel. 8664032
Some 20 months ago, Dr. Howell
said, "the student body of the college
petitioned through the Student
Council that academic credit no longer
be granted for courses in the
Department of Military Science. The
Faculty, after considering this request.
endorsed this principle, as did the
Governing Boards of the College.
Dr. Howell noted the College's
SEMINAR
National SCOPE to make it a
10-member body.
Particular pollution problems
which have defied technological
solutions to date and pollution
problems in the Northeast Region will
receive attention at the Cambridge
Seminar. It is planned to exhibit
pertinent films and encourage
discussion from the floor.
STUDENT RECRUITERS AT RICKER
Ricker College--- The
Admissions Department of Ricker
State College has formulated a plan,
ratified by the school administration,
whereby Ricker students who succeed
in bringing prospective students to
Ricker will be financially rewarded.
High school seniors or transfer
students applying to Ricker, whom a
current Ricker student has
interviewed, qualify the latter for a S5
commission on the application fee and
$50 on the subsequent acceptance fee.
These bonuses will be credited to
tuition bills for the following
semester.
The only stipulation in this policy
is the applying student cite his student
interviewer on the applicaiton forms.
The UM South Campus Union is
sponsoring a ping-pong tournament
for all interested persons. Play-offs
will be held all day Jan. 5-7 in the game
building. Quarters, finals and
semifinals will begin at 7 p.m. Jan. Kin
the Ball Room of the Student Union.
by Linda White
Military Affairs Committee "now has
voting student representation so an
adequate student 'voice in future
policy relating to this program is
assured."
"In the course of last winter and
summer," Dr. Howell said, "the
College administration negotiated
openly and cand.idly with
representatives of the Department of
the Army. As a. result of those
negotiations a new agreement
governing the ROTC program on the
Bowdoin cam pus has been reached. •
"As requested by the vote of
students, faculty and Governing
Boards, all provisions requiring the
granting of academic credit for courses
in the Military Science program have
been eliminated from the new
agreement. The freedom of choice to
participate in the program if a student
so desires still remains."
UMP.GYM DEDICATED
Portland---The new phyaical
• education building at UMP was
dedicated Nov. 28. Guest speaker was
David Nelson, director of physical
education and athletics at the
University of Delaware.
Designed to serve both men and
women, the physical education
building is a complete facility for
instruction and general recreation as
well as intra-mural and inter-collegiate
athletics. The lwilding also provides
for classroom space, faculty offices
and a modern campus infirmary.
Permanent bleachers can be rolled
out front the side walls of the
m no slum to seat 2,800 spectators
for sports events and other university
activities.
VERMONT PAPER
FOLDS FOR SEMESTER
Burlington, Vermont—CPS The
VERMONT CYNIC, the student
newspaper at the University of
Vermont, has ceased publication for
the remainder of the semester due to a
lack of money.
The final issue of the twic6-weekly
CYNIC appeared Nov. 11; seven issues
will be missed due to the financial
crisis.
The CYNIC only received S17,000
of $38,000 it it:queue-xi from the
Student Association to publish for the
semester.
Rather than reducing the
frail uency, size, or quality of the paper
and rather than consuming funds
allotted to second semester, the staff
decided to print at normal level until
the funds ran out and then fold for the
rest of the semester to gauge student
interest in the paper.
PRESIDENTIAL DECREE
WINDSOR, Ontario - (CPS-CUP) - As
president of St. Clair College, Dr. R.
C. Quittenton reported a month ago
he was upset when the student
newspaper THE SAINT began
promoting what he called "morbid
sentiments" - such as front-page
posters on the Vietnam war - and
was no longer "jolly."
Then, in its November 10 issue.
THE SAINT reprinted a poem by
imprisoned Black Panther chairman
Bobby Seale that used the four letter
word for sexual intercourse.
Well. That was just too much.
At a meeting Thursday (November
13) Quittenton told the two editors,
Greg Parent and Ted Welch. "either
you clean up this fucking paper, or I
will."
The editors reported he ru,ed the
four-letter word meaning sexual
intercourse several times in his
monologue with them.
The editors were fired.
Aroostook students sit-in to. argue curfew.
by Roy Krantz
Approximately 50 Aroostook
State College students sang their way
into a sit-in Sunday night.
The incident started innocently
enough as the 50 men students were
caroling in front of the two Oils'
dormitories about midnight, and
ended at 8 a.m. Monday morning
with 250 of the 300 ASC students
doing their thing in the gymnasium.
The whole thing started when
police were summoned to break up
the caroling because, according to a
police spokesman. there was too
much "hooting and hollering" going
on in addition to the singing.
Girls and curious men poured out
of their dormitories and
"spontaneously" decided "this was
the time to protest the girls' early
curfew."
The students found their way to
the gym, and decided to camp out on
the floor. ASC Dean Albert Purvis
told the students they could stay in
the gym until 8 a.m. when classes
commenced. They did!
A few students danced to tape
recorded music, others played cards,
and some studied.
Purvis said on Monday morning
that he was very pleased .with the
way students conducted themselves.
"They were extremely well
behaved," he said.
The caroling incident, however,
has been turned into a crusade to get
the college administration to do away
with the women's curfew. The
students have been complaining
about the 10:30 week-night curfew,
and the 12:00 midnight weekend
curfew for the girls, while the boys
arc under no nightime
hour-restrictions.
Although the students were hoping
to schedule a meeting for Monday to
discuss the matter, the "camp-in-
efficiently got the ball rolling a little
earlier than was hoped for.
The students main point of
contention evolved from the fact
their campus is now a part of the
University of Maine, and they should
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have the same privileges existing on
the Orono campus.
After the all-night sit-in had gotten
things moving, student leaders drew
up a proposal for providing funds in
excess of $2,000 to finance the
women's no-curfew system which
entails hiring a night watchman for
between the hours.of II p.m. and 6
a.m.
The proposal will reportedly be
submitted to the student senate.
whose approval is assured, and then it
will go before an all-college assembly,
comprised of students, faculty, and
administrators, to be considered for
adoption on Jan. 6.
If the assembly gives the measure
its good stamp of .approval, it will be
presented to ASC president Stanley
Salvtak, who, col)ege officials report.
will also approve the measure.
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FM radio expands
by Margie Rode and Jim Mann
FM radio is "where it's at" as
-Maine's ETV • directors plan
programming for their new
non-commercial FM station and as
applications for • a commercial
channel in .Bangor are reviewed by
the Federal Communications
Commission.
• John Morrison, manager of ETV,
explained the educational network
received a $72,000 grant from. the
U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare to establish a
non-commercial I'M station in the
Bangor area. Partial funding for the
▪ grant resulted from a public
broadcasting act encouraging
educational broadcasting.
Morrison however, prefers to label
the ma, stereo station, WMEH-FM, as
public rather than educational. It will
be professionally bperated and will
include a wide range of programming
both inside and outside the field of
education. The music will be geared
to a variety of tastes and there will be
• talk shos geared to current issues.
Live presentations of the performing
arts in the stateis also a programming
possiblity.
The studios will be in Alumni Hall
at UMO and the transmitter will be
•
Commenting on the station's
programming structure Goff said,
"Our station program standards will
be of the highest quality, always with
the listener in mind. We want our
audience to feel it is a part of our
programming. Only the best in
quality music, carefully programmed,
will be broadcast."
Goff is presently Radio-TV.
Officer at the University of Rhode
Island and will serve as president and
general manager of. the station.
Bangor Broadcasting Company has
also filed for the channel in order to
put its AM station, WGUY, on the
FM band.
Robert Mooney, station manager
of WGUY, said the station will cover
one-third of the state's population
with a power of 30,000 watts - the
maximum legal I'M power. He added
WGUY-Am will be broadcast over the
FM channel during the day, and at
night, after the AM outlet signs off,
WGUY-FM will present its own
programming.
Mooney said the programming will
be "experimental" for a while and
"different things will be tried." The
station will eventually broadcast in
stereo, Mooney said.
atop Blackcap .Mountain in East
Eddington. WMEH-FM will probably
start broadcasting in June on a
five-day week basis, Morrison said.
He added he hopes the station can
become part of a„ state-wide radio
network.
In addition to the educational
•station, there are three poops
competing for a commercial channel
in Bangor.
Robert Allen of Robert Allen
Associates, a lfangor advertising
agency, has filed application for a
15,000 watt station. Allen plans to
have ,studios in 'Bangor and a
transmitter with a 40-mile range.
The "top 40"-type format will not
be used although the music will be
rock, according to' Allen.. Ile said
there will also be news coverage and
discussions of local gt.sues in order to
use the station as a vehicle of
constructive protest and a source of
"pressure" in the community. It will
be a source of things radio hasn't
been before, Allen said.
Penobscot Broadcasting
corporation is also competing for the
92.9 mlIz, channel. President of. the
corporation .is James Goff, a UM
graduate with a BA: in Speech.
Give an Adams Apple
Gift Certificate for•Christmas
214 MAIN STREET — ELLSWORTH, MAINE
M NDAY — SATURDAY 9:30 — 5:00 VRIDAY 9:30 — 9:00
Who's who named
Nominations for Who's Who
among students in American
Universities and colleges have been
selected for the 1969-70 school year.
Students are selected by a faculty and
student's committee on the basis of
scholastic average, outstanding
campus activities and leadership.
The basic idea of Who's Who is to
provide a democratic, national basis
for the recognition of outstanding
campus leaders, from over 1,000
schools in all 50 states, the District of
Columbia and several nations in North
and South America. A student
placement service is available to
members to assist in making
employment contacts and supplying
recommendations.
Each year a directory of all new
members is published. The following
seniors have been selected as
representatives from the University of
Maine:
John Ammon, Russel Van Arsdale,
Susan Bell, Donna Bridges, Carol
Brown, Suzanne Burdgc, John Collins,
Stanley Cowan, Sally Devereux,
George Dulac, Carol Flewelling,
Richard Fuller, Zoa Hawes, James
Hersey, Thomas Hunter, Charles
Jacobs, Anne Johnson, Thomas
Jordan, Allison Ladd, Andre La Casse,
Donna Le Vie, Philip Martin, Harry
Miller, Bruce Muzzy,Cyndy McCown,
Linda Nixon, Louis Paradis, Mary
Ramsdell, Martha Richards, Donald
Sousy, Mary Ellen Stanley, Richard
Sleeves, Carol Thibalt, Gary Thorne
and Thomas Zack.
Senate on HEP
continued from page 2
The resolution, which was
submitted by the Current Affairs
Committee, stated,. "We find it
reprehensible that students, faculty
and the citizenry of this state were
not adequately represented on the
HEP Commission."
Terming the HEP report
"superficial in its procedure and
findings," the resolution adds that it
"fails to provide for the pressing
educational needs of the state."
This resolution followed a
resolution passed unanimously by the
members of the newly formed UM
Association of Student Senates
Saturday, Dec. 6.
This action also strongly urged
McNeil to give critical consideration
to the HEP Commission
recommendations, "and to place the
true educational needs of our state as
the first priority in the decisions of
the administration of the University
of Maine."
The association, which was formed
by the student senate presidents of
the eight campuses during the same
Dec. 6 meeting in Machias, stated in
the resolution it seriously questions
"the educational wisdom in the HEP
Commission's recommendations
concerning the merger of Portland -
Gorham," and that "the interests of
I wish all my patrons
A Merry Christmas
and
A Happy New Year
Franny's Shoe Service
Dry Cleaning and Shirts
Laundered
Rubber Stamps made to order
119 So. Main Si. Old Town. Me.
Tel. 827-3263
sound education have, in part, beei.
sacrificed to those interests of
financial expediency."
The senate presidents also believe
the state's educational needs "would
be best served by a rapid expansion
of present four-year programs such as
Washington and Fort Kent State
Colleges," as well as by continued
expansion of programs at all other
UM campuses.
rierYbodYsi
diain' it . . .
by Jane Durrance
Drop everything and attend the
pre-vacation dance tonight at Lengycl
Gym. And don't forget -it's FREE!
Phi Kappa Sigma's new slate of
officers includes: president-Mike
Camey; vice-president-Rod O'Keefe;
corresponding secretary-Ray Graham;
recording secretary-Dave Brown;
treasurer-Gary Graham; social
chairman-Jon Young; duties
officer-Ken Philbrick; athletic
chairman-Mike Eon; sergeants at
arms-Gary Lee and Bob Whittier; rush
chairman-Wayne Sherman and Buzzy
Dunn; and pledge trainer-Biff
Hodgson.
Couples making a steady thing of it
are: Kathy Kimball, Sigma Kappa,
pinned to Colin Leonard, Phi Kappa
Sigma; Betty Ellen Lawrence pinned
to Kennis Kiah, Phi Kappa Sigma;
Debby Doten pinned to Bob Whittier,
Phi Kappa Sigma; Sue Gordon pinned
to Dick York, Phi Kappa Sigma;
Jeanne Russell pinned to Don Young,
Phi Kappa Sigma.
Best ever to Pamela Thayer, 3rd
South. Knox Hall. engaged to Stephen
Mayberry, Wadleigh's Apartments.
Veazie, Me.
This space is reserved for those
who did it and didn't tell.
TAXI RATES
from U. of Maine to
Old Town 1.50
Orono 2.00
Veazie 4.00
Bangor (Bus Stop) 5.00
Bangor (Airport) 6.00
Old Town (Airport) 2.50
New Shopping Center 1.50
Bradley (Don's Tavern) 3.00
Longer Distances
$.40 per mile
Time Calls tokem 24 hrs.
Available on Call-
5 o.m. to 12 p.m.
OW TOWN TAXI
Old Town, Mains
827-2200
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The most respected symbol of your
educational achievement . . . a silent
status symbol that will travel withyou through all of life's professional
and social events.
,7* a Nat.v.
NP7 1
Monday - Tuesday - Wednesday
or contact
Dave Poulin 321 Cumberland
BLACK BEAR WASH
MAIN STREET ORONO
• 22 WASHERS
• 10 DRY CLEANERS
Self-Service Dry-Cleaning Machines
Come in to register for FREE T.V.
Some
students
happy
with
off- re._
"1housing 6
The majority of UMO students
living off campus like their housing,
according to preliminary results of a
questionnaire distributed by the
Office of the Dean of Students. Most
students responding indicated they
thought their residence was safe and
their landlord was fair.
However, this result is "not
significant because only 25percent of
the students who were sent the poll
have responded," cautioned David M.
Rand, Assistant Dean of Student
Activities and Organizations. Rand
said those who returned the
questionnaire were mostly married
couples. He suggested these students,
who usually "spend alot more time
looking for a high-quality residence,"
would probably be less likely to
experience poor housing than do
"students who decide the week before
school opens they don't want to live in
a dorm."
The survey was first mailed Dec. I
to a random sample of 15 per cent of
the off-campus students. It consists of
35 questions dealing with housing
facilities, student services, attitude
toward the University, vocational
goals and personal data. Students are
not required to sign the questionnaire.
If enough students indicate
unfavorable attitudes toward
particular aspects of the University or
their, off-campus housing, the
University "may take corrective
action," said the assistant dean. But
"significant results" to the poll must
be obtained before the Dean's Office
will act.
Rand said he would consider
"significant" a 70 per cent response.
To attain this, he plans to mail the
questionnaire to the selected students
a second time and a third time if
necessary.
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to go as low as $1955
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Rust Preventative
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PINE STATE VOLKSWAGEN307 HOGAN ROAD BANGOR
TEL. 947-0121
campus
Sports
AK defeats Maine
by Gary Crowe
American International College
(AIC) and All-American Greg Hill
lived up to their billing as they
outlasted Maine. 108-97 last Friday
night.
Ranked fourth in the nation
among college division teams. AIC ran
its record to 4-0. For the Bears, it was
the fourth defeat of the season. Maine
has yet to win.
The Bears found their shooting
eyes for the first time this season.
They out shot AIC from the floor,
hitting on 50 to 43 per cent for the
Yellow Jackets.
The margin of defeat for the Bears
could be found at the foul line. AIC
cashed in 38 points from the line.
Maine went to the stripe only 18
times, hitting on 13.
Despite being outrebounded by
nearly two to one, the Bears stayed AIC
with AIC for the first 13 minutes. With Rutherford
AIC leading, 35-31, the slick visitors White
from Springfield, Mass, then put on a Doyle
14-4 burst. Maine trailed 55-43 at the Bush
half. Hill
Maine came out strong in the Clendenin
second half, slicing the lead to 65-64 Oliver
with 14:26 to go. This assault was
headed by Mike Hanson,Dom Susi and Totals
Marshall Todd.
Here Maine began to run into foul
trouble, a common fault of
sophomore laden teams.
This was partially overcome by
seniors Marshall and Mike Hanson who
threw in a number of middle-distance
jumpers. Todd, hitting on 67 per cent,
finished with 34 points to lead the
Bears. Ilanson added 20 points, to give
the starting backcourt 54.
Unable to shake the gritty UM
team Al( went into a delay with 3:50
remaining. Maine was forced logo to a
scrambling, man-to-man defense,
trailing 94-91. The strategy was
unsuccessful and it gave the Yellow
Jackets' Bobby Rutherford and Greg
Hill easy baskets. Hill's hoop made the
score 100-93 with 2:101eft.
Maine was unable to get back in the
contest and the Yellow Jackets hit on
eight points from the foul line to close
the scoring.
Top point production in the game
came .from Greg Hill of AIC. Hill
finished with 37 points as well as 19
rebounds to lead in that department.
Teammate Mike White threw in 28.
For the Bears, Dons Susi hit a
smokey 70 per cent of his shots for 15
points.
The improved Bears will be on the
road for the next two games. They
meet Hofstra Dec. 20 and Army Dec.
22. Maine returns home for a Yankee
Conference test against Connecticut
Jan. 5.
AG G AF F
21 7 4 2
18 10 11 8
0 0 0 0
14 3 9 9
21 14 10 9
7 1 13 10
1 0 0 0
- - - -
82 35 47 38
TP
16
28
0
15
37
12
0
-
108
Maine AG G AF F TP
Hanson 18 8 4
Todd 24 16 3
Susi 10 7 2
Randall 6 2 2
Chandler 4 2 1
Johnson 5 1 0
Stinson I 1 0
Bessey 5 2 0
Ilayne• 5 I 2
Sterling 3 1 2
Totals 81 41 16
4 20
2 34
1 15
2 6
04
0 2
0 2
0 4
1 3
2 4
12 94
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UConac Huskies
overpower.
Maine grapplers 20.16
by Blox Daugherty
The University of Connecticut
wrestlers ruined the Bears' home
debut Saturday. trimming Maine
20-16 before an enthusiastic crowd in
Lengyel Hall. •
"This was basically the same team
that beat us 30-0 a year ago," said-
coach Ian MacKinnon. This is the
Bears' second loss; the other was to a
tough BU team last weekend.
Maine's Bob Milliken posted the
top effort of the afternoon with a pin
in 4:45. The 190 lb. senior from So.
Portland has been wrestling only two
years. Tom Costello also turned in a
fine performance, winning 12-7 in a
close and lively bout.
The Maine matmen trailed by Only
one pbint going into the final bout.
But Ed Hooks, former- New Jersey
state champion, killed the Bears'
hopes with a 5-0 decision over Earl
Hill. Hill, along with Steve Juslcewitch
and Pete Panarese, is another Bear
grappler with only two years
experience.
In the preliminary freshmen
exhibition against Hinkley the.Cubs
won five of six matches...
Match results by weight classes:
1 18 , Cary (Maine) forfeit •
126 , Garber (Court.) decisioned Juskeniteh, 7-4
134, Soucie (Maine) decisioned Bohm,. 8-2 •
142, Sala (Conn.) decisioned Burke,? 4 •
1 60 Shone (Conn.) decisioned Panarese, 5%4
1 6 II , Costello (Maine) decisioned 12 -7
157, SAWA (Conn.) decinofted Greener, 7-4
177, Glass (Conn.) pinned Coffin, 7 :013.
▪ 180 , Milliken (Maine) pinned Champaign, 4 :45
Unlimited, Hooks (Maine) deconed Hill, 54
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Say pollution to a UMO student
, • and the response you get is the Old
• SA S
• •
• • •
• • ..* op
4. • r, 4".• 
• a,* .41.
Town Pulp Mill. Say it again and
after a bit of thought the reply will
probably be the Stillwater River.
It's a toss-up as to which is
polluted more, the air over Old
Town, or the water of the Stillwater
and Penobscot Rivers. The Old Town
air certainly affects more noses and
when the wind's right that first deep
breath of Maine air on a crisp winter
morning can turn your empty
stomach faster than you can turn and
run.
Yet the Penobscot Company, the
huge firm which spews all that
nastiness into the air, is earning its
name as a polluter in other ways also.
It, like the Great Northern Paper
Company mills in Millinocket and
East Millinocket, a number of other
mills and factories and every
municipality located along the
Penobscot River contributes daily to
the heavy pollution of the river.
That pollution is so heavy salmon
stopped running up the river, people
no longer consider swimming in it
and upon close inspection it smells as
bad as Old Town air. The pollution
from the number of communities
which find the Penobscot a handy
place to dump raw, or near raw,
sewage has grown to such
proportions . that shellfish can't be
harvested from the mouth of the
river, one of the best potential sports
for such an industry, because eating
them can mean a Calle of hepititis.
The pollution means other things
too. No one really ever thinks about
the marina Bangor could sport if boat
owners weren't worried about their
boats corroding. And nobody seems
to remember the Penobscot, like all
rivers, was once , lean and sparkling,
running mountain-fresh into a clean
see.
DIRTY RIVERS
But the rivers are now dirty, and
they are rapidly polluting the ocean,
that same ocean science says must be
used to provide food for man once
we pass beyond the 20th century.
Today, of the 350,000 acres of
coastal Maine land yielding shellfish.
70,000 acres, or 20 per cent, are
un-harvestable.
The 100,000 people in Penobscot
County alone who pour their sewage
into the Penobscot River have helped
produce that statistic. They have
made the water un-swimmable.
un-drinkable and unhealthy. With
them, a number of industries,
notably paper industries, have
pumped in incalculable tons of
industrial waste. Industrial waste
made of organic matter soaks up the
diffused oxygen in the water meant
for the fish. And Industrial waste
made of suspended matter coats the
river bed with a growing slime,
prohibiting even the most hearty
plants and bottom-living animals
from growing.
Combined. people and technology
are waging an effective battle against
clean water.
But people and technology are
also waging a furious battle for clean
water. And as in the case of our rivers
getting dirty, technology is one step
ahead of people. The technology to
clean up our waters and keep them
clean despite industry, is here today.
It will be several years before people
get around to fully implementing the
clean-up, but some people are
starting already. And some have been
working on it for quite some time.
CLEANING THE PENOBSCOT
At Maine. thoughts on cleaning
up the Penobscot are never far away.
Dr. Edward Bobalek, head of UMO's
Chemical Engineering Department, is
studying the river to determine how
it best can dispose of the pollutants
poured in. One of the natural
functions of a river, Bobalek notes, is
to convert pollutants into
non-polluting elements. He feels the
temperature, tide and flow changes
of the river could be used in aiding
this process.
Dr. Otis Sproul of the Civil
Engineering Department is working
hard to assure the river doesn't have
more pollutants to contend with.
With others, he's researched where
the pollution's coming from and
what can be done about it. And he
has taken on the task of informing
others about the problem in a course
he'll teach next semester. Entitled
Contemporary Environmental
Pollution, the three credit course
deals with the historical perspective,
characteristisc, effects, treatment and
abatement of pollution. It's
designation is Ce 175 and a group of
students on campus are already
trying to gain it status as an Arts and
Sciences descnptive science option.
Sproul makes it his business to
keep on top of the pollution
problem. He knows the offenders and
he knows who's doing something
about them. The biggest offender is
one process of making pulp. Called
the sulfite process, it makes it
possible for a good sized mill to put
out enough pollution in a day so as
to obscure the wastes produced by
the town around it.
Better in terms of water pollution
is the Kraft process. Roth methods
continued on pare 6
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B H DONIS nett* HIP teccomemblions
The University of Maine's
Washington State campus in Machias
and the Ft. Kent State campus will
remain as four-year elementary
teacher preparation colleges.
The UM Board of Trustees, during
their Dec. 18 meeting at South
Campus, unanimously supported
these recommendations of Chancellor
Donald R. McNeil's as opposed to the
controversial Higher Education
Planning (IMP) Commission's
UP HERE POR
BETHLEHEM STEEL i
INTERVIEWS  
Come as you are!
FEBRUARY 5, 6, 1970
Now's the time to sign up at your placement office for an interview with the Bethlehem Steel Loop
Course recruiter. This could be the start of something big!
And just what IS the Bethlehem Steel Loop Course? Glad you asked! It's our management
development program for graduates with bachelors' or advanced degrees.
Bethlehem loopers (150 to 200 every year) spend four swinging weeks at our home offices in
Bethlehem, Pa. Then, primed with information about the entire corporation and rarin' to go, they re-
port to the appropriate plants or departments for their first assignments. Then, onward and upward!
Where would YOU fit into the Loop Course? Check your degree or the one most similar to it:
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING—Engineering or me-
chanical maintenance departments of steel plantsjabri-
cating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Fuel
and combustion departments Supervision of production
operations Marine engineering assignments in Ship-
building Department Also: Sales or Research.
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING—Metallurgical de-
partments or steel plants and manufacturing operations.
Engineering and service divisions Technical and super-
visory positions in steelmaking departments and rolling
mills Also. Research or Sales.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS—Technical and supervisory
positions in coke works, including production of by-
product chemicals Fuel and combustion departments,
including responsibility for operation and maintenance
of air and water pollution control equipment. Engineer-
ing and metallurgical departments. Steelmaking opera-
tions. Also: Research or Sales.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING—Positions in steel plants,
fabricating works. shipyards, and mines. Engineering
and maintenance departments Supervision of steel-
making, rolling. manufacturing, and fabricating opera-
tions. Also. Sales
CIVIL -ENGINEERING—Fabricated Steel Construction
assignments in engineering, field erection, or works
maiagement. Steel plant, mine, or shipyard assign-
ments in engineering, construction, and maintenance.
Supervision of production operations Sales Department
assignments as line salesman or sales engineer (tech-
nical service to architects and engineers).
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING—Steel plant, fabricating
works, mining operations, and shipyard electrical en-
gineering, construction, and maintenance departments.
Technical and supervisory positions in large production
operations involving sophisticated electrical and elec-
tronic equipment Also. Research or Sales.
MINING ENGINEERING—Our Mining Department op-
erates coal and iron ore mining operations and lime-
stone quarries, many of which are among the most
modern and efficient in the industry. This 10,000-man
activity offers unlimited opportunities to mining en-
gineers. Also. Research.
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERS—
Graduates are urged to inquire about opportunities in
our Shipbuilding Department, including the Central
Technical Division, our design and engineering organi-
zation. Also: Traffic,
OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES—Every year we recruit
loopers with technical degrees other than those listed
above. Seniors enrolled in such curricula are encour-
aged to sign up for an interview.
ACCOUNTANTS—Graduates in accounting or business
administration ;24 hours of accounting are preferred)
are recruited for training for supervisory assignments
in our 3,000-man Accounting Department.
OTHER NON
-TECHNICAL DEGREES—Graduates with
degrees in liberal arts, business, and the humanities are
invited to discuss opportunities in the Sales Department.
Some non-technical graduates may be chosen to fill
openings in steel plant operations and otherdepartments.
WHEN YOU SIGN UP be sure to pick up a copy of our booklet, "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and
the Loop Course." It tells it like it is
BETHLEHEM STEEL
An Equal Opportunity Employer
recommendations for converting
these two campuses into two-year
community colleges.
In making these
recommendations, McNeil noted
four-year institutions are needed in
these areas because of the bilingual
nature of the populations, the
geographical characteristics of these
areas and the commitment of the
residents to education.
One and two-year programs
should be added to these campuses
"as needs and resources dictate," he
added.
Speaking for the IS-member
board, trustee chairman Dr.
Lawrence Cutler indicated these NEP
report revisions were recommended
and approved because of the strong
anti-HEP responses the report's
recommendations drew from
Washington County and St. John
Vally residents.
McNeil's recommendations for
the rest of the HEP report contained
only minor revisions over the original
proposals and, except for the
Portland-Gorham issue, received the
trustees unanimous stamp of
approval.
His recommendations for the
Orono campus read much the same as
the HEP proposals for increasing the
value of the "jewel" in the UM's
crown.
In supporting the merger of the
Portland and Gorham campuses, the
chancellor proposed the UM School
of Law, also based in Portland, be
included in the southern Maine UM
system and that it be called the
University of Maine,
Portland-Gorham.
This proposal will necessitate the
trustees detaching the Portland
campus and the law school from the
Orono campus. McNeil recommended
this move and the merger be
completed on July 1 of this year.
He suggested, however, the July 1
merger include only administrative
and service functions, and that a
target date for the merger's full
implementation be July 1, 1971.
In the meantime, a committee of
students, faculty and administrators
from both campuses will oversee the
UM budget
The success of Chancellor
McNeil's UM master plan will be
tossed into the lap of the state's
voters sometime in the future after
the legislature puts together another
capital improvements bond issue
proposal which could surpass the $24
million mark.
When the 104th Legislature
opened the doors for its anticipated
month-long special session on
Tuesday, McNeil and members of his
administrative staff appeared before
the Appropriations Committee to
support a request for bond funds
totaling $24,835,000 for UM capital
construction projects.
This request for more state
subsidized money is being made in
lieu of the fact voters turned down a
57.5 million bond issue in November
for emergency construction funds.
This proposal, sponsored by Sen.
Carlton Day Reed, D-Woolwich, was
guaranteed by the legislative green
light last spring provided the
chancellor could draw up a long
range plan for the Super-U system.
McNeil came through on his end of
the bargain and the legislature will
now determine how much of the
$24.8 million request they will
submit to the voters.
Some legislative sources have
reportedly indicated they will be
taking a careful look at the many
proposals 3nd there is some question
as to whether the $24.8 million
package will make it through the
session intact.
But William N. Robersen,
McNeil's public relations man, said
Monday the chancellor is "very
optimistic" about the success of this
bond issue as far as the legislative
deliberations are concerned.
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keep FL Keot & Waskinoton four-vear schools
development of a detailed plan for
the 1971 merger concerning
academic organization, program
design, allocation of resources,
placement and geographical
emphasis of disciplines, tuition,
campus wide policies, and graduate
programs.
All but one of the trustees voted
in favor of McNeil's recommendation
to study the further aspects of the
merger before asking the board to
approve its final phases. Hayden
Anderson of Gardiner cast the one
dissenting vote on the grounds all
conditions of the merger should be
proposed in advance before being
considered by the Board.
McNeil's proposals for the
Farmington State and Aroostook
State (in Presque Isle) campuses
indicate they will play basically the
same roles within the system they
now play, but added strong liberal
arts programs should be developed
towards eventually granting a liberal
arts degree.
An amendment submitted by
trustee Jean Sampson of Lewiston,
and approved by the Board, altered
the Farmington resolution to indicate
the question of a baccalaureate
degree would be considered in the
near future.
The future of Farmington's
graduate programs was left up in the
air because the chancellor made no
recommendations concerning the
HEP proposal to transfer these
programs to one of the UM centers.
The chancellor's decision to scrap
the plans for converting the Machias
and Ft. Kent campuses into two-year
commuter-type community colleges
cut the number of HEP proposed one
and two-year schools in half.
During his turn at the plate,
McNeil recommended only the
Bangor and Augusta campuses "be
developed as the first units of a
community college system within the
University system," and suggested
the Lewiston-Auburn, York County,
and mid-coast areas be considered for
similar programs "when financial
resources are available and the
priorities for expanded services are
clearly established."
A I5-person task force has
already been appointed to explore
the possibilities of these programs. It
will study how Maine youth can be
motivated tc use the expanded
opportunities at less than the
baccalaureate level and how the
development of new programs can be
accomplished without undesirable
duplication in several institutions.
Chancellor McNeil also toned
down the HEP proposals for
combining the Central, Eastern, and
Calais Vocational-Technical Institutes
with the Augusta, Bangor and
Machias campuses, which would have
required legislative approval.
He recommended, instead, that
"steps be taken to bring the
University and the VTI's into a closer
relationship and that there be further
study by the Board of Education and
the Board of Trustees."
A Board of Trustees
representative should be placed on
the Board of Education to further
study the issue, McNeil suggested.
Also, local committees of VTI and
campus community representatives
from the same areas should be
formed to "jointly plan and screen
programs to avoid duplication."
In looking ahead towards
developing the second phase of his
master plan, the chancellor
recognized two problem areas of (1)
Hughes in Bates post
Stephen T. Hughes, UMO's
former student body president, has
been named as Administrative
Assistant in Development at Bates
College, Lewiston.
In his post Hughes will report to
Wayne Lage, Director of
Development. He will also work with
other administrative officers of the
college in the development of new
programs.
Before he attended UMO Hughes
served in the Army at their Chemical
School. Fie is a native of Portland and
a graduate of Edward Little High
School in Auburn. Hughes hopes to
receive his B.A. in political science
from Maine next June.
goes back to voters
The legislature and Maine people
must realize the University needs this
money to increase its enrollment and
do a better job of educating Maine
youth, Robersen said.
In addition to the bond request,
the University is also asking for
$185,000 for what are considered
emergency items.
This money, hopefully to come
from the state's surplus fund, will
finance $40,000 worth of heating
system renovations at Aroostook
State, $85,000 for Gorham State's
sewage treatment plant needs and
development at the Augusta campus
to the tune of $60,000.
The campus by campus
breakdown for the bond money
allocations indicate UMO is in line to
receive nearly half the requested and
probably the final, amount.
The requested $11,685,000 will
finance Orono's $2.3 million
business, English and math classroom
and office building, plus provide $1.1
million for the chemical engineering
building, already under construction,
$4 million for phase II of the
physical education facility's
expansion, $2.5 million for the
library's addition, $50,000 for the
initial farm relocation steps,
$975,000 for controlled
environmental growth chambers,
$375,000 for roads and parking space
and $385,000 for utilities extension.
South Campus in Bangor is
scheduled to receive SI million:
$500,000 for alterations, and
$500,000 for development.
The total amounts for the other
campuses are:
$1,735,000 for UMP; $2,418,000
for Gorham: $798,000 for
Washington State; $2,467,000 for
Aroostook State; $500,000 for the
Augusta library wing; $979,000 for
Ft. Kent; $1,263,000 for Farmington
State: $1.9 million for the Darling
Center in Walpole; and $90,000 for
the forestry camp in Princeton.
Requests for additional funds
totaling $24,136,000 for other
University-wide projects were
reportedly cut from the bond issue.
dealing with structure and functions
and (2) dealing with these
educational missions.
The problems under the first
heading include "organization and
location of public service functions,
the respective roles of the central
administration, the Office of the
Chancellor and the presidents."
The problems predicted under the
second heading include
"consideration of tuition and fee
structures, reward systems,
transferability of credit, programs for
the disadvantaged, scholarship and
work study potentialities, special
problems related to commuter
students and dormitory expansion,
use of the media, including
educational television, statewide
computer services and libraries,
physical plant needs, and where and
how to secure adequate funding from
state, local, federal and private
sources."
Just before the trustees voted to
accept the chancellor's
recommendations in their entirety,
trustee Steven Hughes said he favored
these recommendations and proposed
programs "with the faith that the
board and the state will make the
future commitment to the people
and to these campuses they deserve."
Page three
Handsomely high
and wide
The beauty of the diamond
gleams boldly against a
background of richly Flor-
entined 18K white or yel-
low gold. It's the positive
approach to ensemble de-
sign.
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to go as low as $1955
for a new VW?
Delivered Price
in Bangor, Maine
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Leatherette Seats
Padded Vinyl Interior
Safety Belts
Day/Night Minor
Outside MIMI
Front Seat Head Rests
2-Speed Elec. Wipers
Windshield Washer
Preparation Chary
Rust Preventative
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TEL. 947-0121
TEPCO talks on the MAINE TIMES
A year ago, a firm called TEPCO presented to
the citizens of coastal Trenton a proposal for an
aluminum smelter plant, complete with a
self-contained, nuclear powered electrical plant.
Reactions in Trenton were mixed, as were
reactions state-wide. The promise of clean
industry in Maine was tempting, but many were
unsure about how clean that industry would be.
Some of the strongest opposition came from
Peter Cox and John Cole of MAINE TIMES.
They produced several stories and editorials
about TEPCO, debating the organization and the
aluminum smelter from several points of view.
The MAINE TIMES coverage of the
TEPCO/Trenton affair is considered by many the
force which caused the business' defeat in
Trenton.
The TEPCO/Trenton affair is considered by
many to be the issue which finally established
MAINE TIMES as a journal to be reckoned with.
Since last January, TEPCO has looked at
sights in Searsport and in Berlin, New Hampshire.
And since last January, MAINE TIMES has
continued its battle against the firm, a battle
which the last week of December was fought
with a searing article on the back page of the
TIMES. The story was taken from the results of a
task force which investigated the firm in Berlin.
And it disturbed enough people in TEPCO to
prompt action.
reader opinion
That action came in the form of a letter to
Cox and Cole. It was a simple letter which
outlined 14 things TEPCO wanted to know
about MAINE PMES. And it more than subtly
suggested MAINE TIMES might have motives
other than pure public interest when it opposes
such an industry.
A copy of the letter was hand delivered to the
CAMPUS office by John N. Harris, a TEPCO
official and a UMO alumnus. Harris spent over an
hour explaining his thoughts about MAINE
TIMES and John Cole. And he outlined what he
felt was some illegal doings during the
referendum held in Trenton a year ago.
It should not be too long before MAINE
TIMES answers the questions put forth by
TEPCO. We are sure its answers will be honest
and concise. And we believe if MAINE TIMES
has been lax in communicating with TEPCO, it
will take advantage of the opportunity and do its
best to start a dialogue. We don't think MAINE
TIMES has anything to hide. John Cole, Peter
Cox and the others who work to produce
MAINE TIMES are concerned with the state.
There are too many examples of pollution like
the Penobscot River not to be concerned. ,
If TEPCO is on the level, if they can, as Mr.
Harris indicated, build a plant you can "stand in
front of and won't hear or smell a thing," that's
fine. But a lot of Maine people are worried about
TEPCO. They want to know who the men of
TEPCO are and where their money is coming
from. And they want to know more about clean
industry.
TEPCO, it seems, is not afraid to talk.
MAINE TIMES certainly isn't. A good dialogue
about industry, pollution and newspapers seems
not too far off. We think you should stay tuned.
maine onus.
editonals
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learn the environment to
Open Letter to the College Students of America
Plans are now well underway for a
nationwide Teach-In next April 22
on the grave crisis lacing the quality
of the environment and the quality
of life in America today.
A national headquarters and staff
to organize, coordinate, and service
this effort is established in
Washington. The address is Room
600, 2100 "M" Street, N. W..
Washington. D.C. 20037.
The aim of the National Teach-In
is to encourage students across the
country to take the initiative in
organizing April 22 environmental
teach-ins on their campuses, and
associated efforts in their
communities.
Successful teach-ins on all
campuses on the same day will have a
dramatic impact on the
environmental conscience of the
nation. They will be immensely
effective as an educational effort in a
rousing public opinion concerning
necessary steps to protect our
environment ad establish quality on a
par with quantity as a goal of
American life.
There is no question that in the
long run, the environmental challenge
is the greatest faced by mankind.
Distinguished scientific authorities
have been warning for years that
mankind is rapidly destroying the
very habitat on which he depends for
his survival.
Yet, many are still not aware of
the environmental problems being
created by our advancing technology.
I- ederally-financed projects such as
the supersonic transport plane raise
change it
grave questions about possible new
environmental dangers. Many
respected scientists and national
leaders have indicated that although
some positive steps have been taken,
toxic, persistent pesticides are still
accumulating in the world
environment, wreaking destruction
on fish and wildlife - and
threatening man himself. Is the price
we pay for these products in terms of
their effect upon our environment
worth the benefits we obtain from
them?
Pollution Accelerates
The pollution of our rivers and
lakes, and of the air in our urban
areas continues to accelerate.
Suburban sprawl continues to
destroy vast scenic and recreational
resources, with little heed being given
to plans to create workable
environments. And the millions
trapped in our urban and rural
ghettos continue to suffer the worst
of the massive air, water, land and
noise pollution.
Who will finally bear the brunt of
this tragic irresponsibility? The new
generation now in school, the
generation which will soon inherit
the world environment. The time has
come for all citizens to begin
thinking about the basic questions
raised by technological advances and
environmental degradation.
Students in America and the
world, who arc deeply concerned
with the hard choices which their
generation faces, are uniquely well
suited to take initiatives in exploring
with all citizens the problems created
by man's growing impact upon his
environment.
We believe the National Teach-In
next April 22nd provides students
the opportunity to accomplish this
objective. Hundreds of teach-ins on
that day would bring together for the
first time on a national scale the
many young people who are already
concerned about the environment,
and would involve and educate many
more as well.
In addition to bringing this
widespread involvement, the
teach-ins would present information,
draw the issues, stimulate plans for
action, and demonstrate the strength
of concern for a livable world.
Furthermore, the environmental
teach-ins present an unprecedented
opportunity for the involvement by
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At the Student Senate's request.
several weeks ago I appointed a
Constitutional Commission on
Student Government. That committee
will report to the student body in
March. Gary Thorne. President of the
Class of '70, will serve as chairman.
Representatives from the Student
Senate along with the presidents of the
classes, AWS, IFC, PanHel and CDAB
will try in the next two or three
months to define the roles of various
governmental bodies on this campus,
and hopefully will derive a plan for a
new governmental structure which
will be more meaningful and truly
relevant to the needs of students at
UMO.
Despite the fak. t that a peat
majority of the student leaders
involved in this project are in
agreement on this whole matter, a
small vocal minority, the leadership of
AWS. is making our work more
difficult. The actions of some of these
people in the last two weeks have been
almost ludicrous.
Wild rumors have been started ir
women's dormitories by
de/we/kip
representatives of that organization to
the effect that on December 15 the
Student Senate would conduct a
referendum on AllS. Needless to say,
this was a fallacy.
Each year the students of this
University elect a new Senate; the task
of that organization is to legislate and
innovate, and in this spirit we hope to
improve the student government on
this campus.
Nevertheless, it seems that a group
of quasi representative
pseudo-politicoes have chosen to
undermine the efforts of a delegation
of student leaders who have resolved
themselves to the ta. of designing a
more workable student government
A student government involving
greater numbers of women and men
working together to improve every
aspect of student life.
The tactics employed by the AWS
elite are amazing, to say the least. In
emergency sessions of the AWS
leadership (and women please refer to
the AWS minutes) the topics of
discussion were the fabricated Senate
referendum, the eventual repression of
women by men, and the adoption of a
24-hour parietal system against the
general concensus of women students.
To any inquiring person the truth
would become evident--simply that
there never has been a "plan" for any
referendum; men certainly are not
trying to repress women on this
campus; and no one, virtually no one,
in this entire student government has
ever talked about forcing 24-hour
parietals on women.
However, this group of
"kindergarten politicians" emerged
from their c wert meetings with a
mutant, unresearched scheme to win
support for their distorted news. They
have taken their paranoid assumptions
into the women's dormitories and
through floor meetings have been
successful in creating confusion.
Because of this, I must wholeheartedly
agree with Miss McGown's plea that
one should not believe all one reads,
and I might add all one hears as the
gospel truth; and I might suggest that
the AWS leadership take the advice of
their president.
Ed. Note: Following is the letter received from TEPCO about the MAINE TIMES.
TEPCO talks on TIMES
THE MAINE TIMUS
13 Main Street
Topsham, Maine
Attention: Messrs. John Cole and
Peter Cox
Gentlemen:
We are enclosing a list of fourteen
questions which your year-long
assault againstTEPCO Inc. has raised
student initiative of communities,
organizations, leaders, and concerned
citizens of all generations in a
common, nonpartisan effort to meet
a problem of far-reaching
consequence.
All Should Participate
Thus, we are writing this letter to
urge that all campuses in America
participate in a broad-based,
student-led teach-in effort, involving
all individuals and groups who share
this concern.
Already, the student response to
this idea has been one of
overwhelming support, and a number
of campuses are now well into the
process of planning April 22nd
teach-ins.
We look forward to the April
22nd event and ask your support and
leadership. We are convinced that, if
young people put their energy,
imagination and idealism to work on
this issue, they will help write a
bright new chapter in the struggle for
a livable world.
If you want more information, or
if we can be of assistance, please
contact the National Teach-In office:
Environmental Teach-In, Inc., Room
600, 2100 "M" Street, N. W.,
Washington, D.C., 20037. The
telephone number is 202-293-6960.
Sincerely yours,
CHARLES CREASY
Contemporary University
Student Program
Federal City College
Washington. D. C.
and to which we feel the public is
entitled to an answer.
I. How many months has it
been since Mr. Cole, Mr. Cox or any
member of the MAINE TIMES staff
talked personally to a TEPCO
official?
2. Have you talked with any of
the principals of TEPCO reference
the validity of the statements and
conclusions of the Berlin Task Force
Report before publishing the article
in your newspaper on Friday,
December 26, 1969? If so, with
whom did you talk and when?
3. When a newspaper publishes
statements by others with editorial
comment and caricatures, what is the
responsibility of the newspaper to
determine validity of the original
statements?
4. What is a newspaper's
responsibility if material is libelous or
defamatory in either the original text
or through editorial comment? Are
headlines, coupled with caricatures,
libelous when directed at particular
organizations or individuals?
5. Has the MAINE TIMES
established that the modern facilities
SYDNEY HOWE
President
The Conservation Foundation
PAUL N. McCLOSKEY, JR.
U. S. Congressman (Calif.)
GAYLORD NELSON
U. S. Senator (Wis.)
GLENN L. PAULSON
Student
The Rockefeller University
New York City, New York
DOUGLAS SCOTT
Student
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan
proposed in the TEPCO development
would have detrimental pollution
effects or that these facilities would
be built and operated other than
under the strictest standards of the
state and federal government,
whichever standard is to the best
interests of the area?
6. Could it be that because you
were a principal opponent to the
TEPCO plan in Trenton that you are
now obligated to vindicate your
position taken in Trenton by
continuous opposition to the TEPCO
development?
7. Do you believe that
well-paying jobs in Maine or Berlin,
N. H. would be a detriment to
existing industry and would upset the
basic economy of the area and
therefore do you oppose the TEPCO
plan in order to maintain the status
quo?
8. Why the continued
opposition from the MAINE TIMES
to a nuclear- aluminum complex in
Berlin, N. H. and Maine?
9. Are you against the
establishing of a modern
pollution-controlled industry in
Maine?
11. Are the editors of the
MAINE TIMES advocates of the
utility companies who have publicly
stated they do not want a
cost-of-service power facility in New
England?
12. Do the editors of the
MAINE TIMES (and its publishers as
well) represent a preservation group
who want a moritorium on the
construction of new large industry on
the New England coast or coastal
USA- a view also held by large
competitive foreign national groups?
13. Are the editors and
publishers of the MAINE TIMES
acting for a competitive industrial
continued on page 8
So there are your 60's.
Put 'em in your memory books, folks. They're all gone. But it
was some kind of decade, while it lasted. When it started Dwight
Eisenhower was still President. At Kennedy's inauguration later in
the first month of that first year, Winston Churchill sent regards and
Robert Frost wrote a poem. Nikita Khrushchey was head man in
Russia, and the Berlin Wall was unbuilt. Lee Harvey Oswald was a
Southern rube trying to get into the Soviet Union. Jack Ruby was
running a night club that nobody but the Dallas vice squad had ever
heard of. James Earl Ray was working in a car-wash. Me? I was a
thirteen year-old kid running around with a flat-top haircut. If you
try hard, you can probably remember what you looked like and
thought like and dressed like in 1960. If you try very, very hard.
It seems like more than a decade-it seems closer to a century.
There was too much for anybody to take in. and yet we all took it
in somehow.
I spent part of my decade-ending holiday at a dance in my home
town. The music was loud-lots of drum, reverberation and
fuzz-tone guitar - somebody had set up a strobe light and the floor
was crowded with minis and bell-bottoms. A friend of mine
remarked during the course of the evening that if a time-traveller
from 1960 happened to land at that spot and at that time, he would
think he had landed in the middle of a lunatic asylum. Boys with
long hair, girls with fishnet blouses, pounding song-lyrics about
drugs, social injustice and a new, franker kind of love- yeah, things
have changed, all right.
Maybe that time-traveller would be right. Maybe we all are ready
for loony-bin by now. Stop for just a second and think about how
psychotic many of our artistic expressions and entertainments have
become. In the films, the three landmarks of the 60's have been
"The Wild Bunch," "Bonnie and Clyde," and "The Graduate." The
first two encompass a terrifying new sociology of violence, and the
last shows us how completely alienated our new 1960-1970 man
is-unable to relate to himself, to his parents, to the girl he loves.
The movies have also adopted a new rating system-G, M, R, and
X--to cope with the problems of a new sexual expression. Some of
the X films are also good; "Medium Cool" and "Midnight Cowboy"
are good examples. But the former contains a disturbing love-scene
set against the sadistic world of the Roller Derby, and the latter
focusses on homosexuality and limited impotency. Other X-rated
films, like "I Am Curious Yellow" and other films that play the
drive-ins and other movie houses that have to turn a quick buck, are
degenerate carnivals of sexual perversion and aberration. It's a
disturbing trend. Isolated from our disturbing times, it seems to me
that the movies alone contain many indicators of a culture that is
going insane.
The same could be said about books ("Portnoy 's Complaint,"
"Go to the Widowmaker," "Couples"). The same can be said about
the new art, which capitalizes on violent color, aggressive,
angrily-striving lines and harsh sculpture. To me one of the most
disturbing indicators of our culture as it stands at the start of a new
decade is a sculpture depicts a man beneath an engine. Flip a switch
and the engine runs. A hammer emerges from the machine's bowels
and smashes the man repeatedly on the head.
Political trends-from an aggressive Barry Goldwater claiming
that "extremism is no vice" in certain circumstances, to the
hysterical campaign of George Wallace-are also disturbing. The
assasinations in the '60's stand alone as an indicator of madness.
Humor has taken a sick and angry turn. Men's and women's
fashions show an odd blurring of the sex-lines. If somebody gets an
urge to see the country he might have stuck out his thumb in
1960-in 1970 he hijacks a plane.
That's life, folks-and it's really changed. There's a lot more, but
I'm glad 1 can't see it. If everybody in the world was going around
with warts on the ends of their noses, we would consider someone
without a wart ugly. And in a world where everyone is going crazy,
the few sane people left seem ugly -and what is worse, they seem
boring.
The next ten years may be even more interesting. If we're lucky,
maybe there will even be somebody left hanging around to write
about them.
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Who needs it' We mean the fear of making a
wrong career decision. The concern of becoming
another anonymous entity in a faceless environ-
ment. Forget it. It won't happen with us. If
you want to be you, Sikorsky Aircraft Is where
you should be.
You see, we welcome fresh, inquiring minds with
the desire to probe and, above all, participate.
At Sikorsky, you won't see your ideas swept into
a corner ... or swap your identity for a paycheck.
So, if you're a highly motivated young engineer
with a strong sense of identity, consider these
facts. You'll be your own man ... helping us to
spark further advances in VTOL aircraft tech-
nology. You'll contribute to writing the book on
Heavy-Lift Skycranes—Tilt Rotor Transports—
High-Speed ABC Commercial Transports—and
the exciting shapes of tomorrow.
And as an innovator, you'll find ample creative
opportunities in: aerodynamics • human factors
engineering • automatic controls • structures
engineering • weight prediction • systems analy-
sis • operations research • reliability/main-
tainability engineering • airborne electronics •
computer technology • manufacturing engin-
neering • information systems • ilarketing •
accounting ... and more.
And your career advancement can be materially
assisted through our corporation-financed Grad-
uate Study Program—available at many outstand-
ing schools within our area.
Consult your College Placement Office for campus
interview dates—or—for further information, write
to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy, Professional and Tech-
nical Employment.
continued from page I
use a mother liquor to boil wood
chips down to pulp, only the Kraft
process solidifies and purifies the
waste liquors before they're disposed
of.
It reduces Water pollution by 90
per cent and its only problem is the
Kraft process is responsible for the
Old Town air. The Kraft process is
what does the smelling and polluting
of the air, something chemistry
professor Irwin Douglas has been
studying since 1964. Hopefully, the
Kraft process will soon be harnessed,
but for now, despite the noses of a
good many Maine people, clean water
seems a higher prerogative.
The State has imposed a cleanup
or clean out deadline of 1976 on
companies and communities along
the river. By October of 1969
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UM studies poll
(PICS) — UMO is doing something
about the alleviation and control of
pollution in Maine. It's doing
something to the tune of $1,726,602
in federal, state and university
research money, combined with the
time and energy of faculty and grad
students delving into 26 individual
research products.
This anti-pollution interest is not
a Johnny-come-lately thing with the
university.
Faculty members at Orono point
out that for the past eight years UM()
has had a graduate program In
sanitary engineering and has supplied
to the state several graduates each
year to aid in pollution study and
work.
In addition to research projects,
the university is planning to initiate
course in February, 1970, for the
second semester of the current
academic year, entitled
Contemporary Environmental
Pollution. It will be offered by the
civil engineering department in the
College of Technology to examine
many of the problems of
environmental contamination and
control.
The $1.7 million research
program at Maine includeS some 13
projects having to do with water
pollution, eight concerned with air
pollution and five involving land and
soil pollution.
The univeristy's concern with
Maine's pollution problems was
paphically mirrored by Maine
citizens in the November referendum
when they approved a large bond
issue for pollution controls within
the state.
Among the varied research
projects now underway is one funded
by federal and state agencies to
investigate water quality degredation
of Maine lakes by septic tank
drainage. Dr. Millard W. Hall of the
civil engineering department is the
principal investigator in this project
to find out how pollutants are getting
into lakes from lakeside cottages.
His investigations have taken him
to Lake Sebasticook at Newport.
Lakes Cobossecontee.
Annabessacook and Miranacook in
the Winthrop-Augusta area and
Ilancock Pond at Bucksport.
Dr. Hall also has another project
to determine the effect that man's
activities have in the aging process of
a lake. Plant nutrients that get into a
lake either through man's fertilizing
of a cottage lawn or from the
disposal of wastes often cause aquatic
plants to grow prolifically, thus
having a harmful effect on the lake's
water quality, Dr. Hall adds.
He believes that a project which
could be undertaken to aid the stale
in any water pollution control
program would be one to classify all
lakes as to the quality of their water.
Pollution of the air also has
interested UM researchers for some
time. Among the current projects
seeking data and answers in this area
is one with Dr. Franklin Woodard of
the civil engineering department
working with Dr. Otis Sproul of the
civil engineering department and Dr.
Irwin Douglass of the chemistry
department, this study compiled data
on a survey of the types and amounts
of air pollutai
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preliminary reports from all
concerned were supposed to be in the
hands of the Maine Environmental
Planning Commission. Next comes a
deadline for final reports and then a
plan for financing.
WHO CARES
By now it is pretty apparent who
cares about pollution and who cares
about clean water. Great Northern
has not waited for the 1976 date, but
has already converted its sulfite
process. Whether this move came
from wanting to be a good neighbor
or from taking advantage of a present
financial surplus is hard to say, but
the matter has been taken care of.
Likewise, the St. Regis mill in
Bucksport, another of the river's big
polluters, has stopped its sulfite pulp
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Dr. Douglass also is working on a
project to determine the chemical
aspects of air pollution from Kraft
pulping. Since 1964 he has been
engaged in research at the Orono
campus relating to Kraft mill
problems.
Dr. Eliot Epstein in the plant and
soil sciences department is working
on a project to determine the effect
of management practices in relation
to the use of pesticides and how
much remains in the soil or runs off
into streams. Run-off water in the
Presque Isle area is being tested.
Dr. Epstein is also involved in
other funded research studying
sediment and water losses
characteristic of the important
potato-producing soil around
Caribou.
The amounts of sodium and
chloride ions, the components of salt,
that seep into the streams, rivers,
wells and soils that border on or near
Maine's Turnpike and Interstate 95
after the spring thaw is the basis for
research by Dr. Frederick E.
Hutchinson of the plant and soil
sciences department. This is
especially significant research in
Maine where more than 100,000 tons
of salt are applied to winter roads
yearly.
Dr. Edward G. Bobalek,
Gottesman Professor and head of the
department of chemical engineering,
is coordinator of a project studying
the lower Penobscot River from
Bangor to Bucksport as a chemical
reactor. The research is aimed at
providing data for the improvement
of the quality of the river and the
reduction of pollution in it by
utilizing knowledge of the iiver's
temperatures, tides and flows to
determine how and when sewage and
waste materials can best be absorbed
by the natural process of dissolved
oxygen. Cooperating in the project
are faculty members of the electrical
and mechanical engineering
departments.
Dr. Stefan A. Zieminski of the
chemical engineering department is
working on several projects including
one exploring the mixing of layers of
lake water by induced oxygen.
Hopefully, this process could provide
more oxygen at the lowest level of a
lake and reduce polluting materials
there.
Recently the Yankee Atomic
Power Company panted the
university $418,132 to finance a
comprehensive before-and-after study
of the Back River four miles south of
Wiscasset where the company is
building a nuclear powered electric
generating station. The study will
involve several U. of M. marine
scientists from the Ira CT/ailing
Center who will seek to detect any
changes, either beneficial or harmful,
in the environment or the marine
flora and fauna that may result from
the power plant's operation.
Pollution research at the
University of Maine continues to be a
good-sized operation which has been
progressing solidly for wide a
number of years.
process altogether, cutting down
significantly on organic matter
flowing into Penobscot Bay.
The big polluter left is the
Penobscot Company.. It is still
pouring wastes from a big sulfite
operation into the river. This waste is
not affecting the Stillwater, as the
mill is beyond the point where the
Stillwater breaks away from the
Penobscot. But everything beyond
Old Town is suffering from the mill's
garbage and the Maine Environmental
Planning Commission reports that
while the mill has submitted a
preliminary report, the commission
has not found time to review it as
yet.
Management at the Penobscot
Company indicate they are presently
undecided as to whether they will try
to convert the sulfite mill or just shut
it down and build a new Kraft mill.
The present mill is old and odds are
better on the side of shutting it
down. Even if the mill were in good
shape, one representative of the
company said it would cost more to
put pollution control devices on the
mill than it would to build a new
mill.
The company indicates it is also
installing air pollution control devices
on its Kraft mill, and believes even
with the addition of another Kraft
mill the odor will not become more
pungant.
As to the 1976 deadline imposed
by the state, one Penobscot official
commented, "The industry can't
complain too much, the timetable is
realistic.- But no decision has yet
been made by the company and the
sulfite mill could continue to spew
out organic matter into the water
until 1976.
One way or another, legislation
will end the pollution caused by
IS A FOUR LETTER WORD MEANING
•
* Delicious U.S. Choice Roast Beef heaped high on our
Special Bun
* 17 Other Specialties — Eat in or take out
* $1.49 Dinner Specials. Served 10 A. M. to midnite.
Chicken Nuggets, Shrimps, Clams, and our Famous
Roast Beef on a Bun.
* Instant Waitress Service
MEET
ME
AT
643 BROADWAY
(In front of the Bangor
Shopping Center)
TeL 942-8513
industry. Dr. Sproul, and many other
Maine people, want to see the state
close down any industry still
polluting the water by 1976 and he
points to the passage of a large
anti-pollution bond during last year's
referendum as a mandate from the
people the state should do just that.
As militant attitudes grow on the
part of the population, even business
oriented legislators, will probably
have no choice by 1976.
COMMUNITY PROBLEM
Closing down a community,
however, is another matter. You
can't just plug up the hole where a
town's raw sewage is pouring into a
river. And people are a problem. With
the industries cleaning up, it is
expected salmon may start to run the
Penobscot this year or the next. The
fish will be able to breath and there
will be plants in the water they can
eat. But raw human waste still being
poured into the river will still prevent
recreational uses of the river and the
fishing and shellfish industry still
won't stand a chance. People have to
clean up their mess.
CUTLER'S is having a Sale
National
Lead
wants
you!
GO with a company that's really going places.
National Lead's 50 divisions encompass over 200 prod-
uct lines—everything from paints and plastics to nuclear
fuels and space age metals.
Annual sales approach a billion dollars. And our 200
plants, labs and offices are located throughout the
country and throughout the world.
With a BA/BS, MA/MS or PHD in just about any area of
science, engineering or administration, you'll go far with
National Lead.
Our interviewer will be on campus and happy to give you
more information on the date below. Or write to our
College Relations Manager, National Lead Company,
111 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10006.
January 9,1970
National LeadNiAn equal opportunity employer.
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Engineering,
Math and
Science
Majors IBM will beinterviewing
on campus
February 3 & 4
If you're interested
in a career in
science and engineering,
programming, or marketing,
sign up at your
placement office.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
IBM
Dear Editor:
Progress Report
On guard duty you
once lugged an M-I4.
bayonet less,
without ammunition.
In the NEW ACTION
ARMY you carry
a club—
needs no ammo,
easy to grip,
it comes down Squish!
Pvt. David Daniel 018 34 6170
501st Admin. Co.
Ft. Hood, Texas 76545
-what's a union
for?
To the Editor:
"The General Electric strike
epitomizes what is wrong with labor
law and law enforcement in this
country.
"GE has one of the best labor
records of any company in the world.
Its workers have averaged $3.25 an
hour. In reply to the recent demands
of its unions, GE offered an
across-the-board increase of 20 cents
an hour for highly skilled workers -
"the highest first-year pay increase in
our history." It also proposed to
reopen negotiations on wages in the
second and third years of a three-year
contract.
"The unions are demanding still
higher wages, with increases fixed
now for the second and third years.
But their real grievance is the long
established practice of GE to make
its "best offer first" instead of
holding something back, so that the
final offer can appear to have been
wrung from it by the union leaders.
What matters to the union members
themselves is what they get, not how
they get it. But what matters to the
union leaders is that their members
should seem to owe their gains to the
toughness and the skill of the union
negotiators, and not to the
employer's voluntary action.
Otherwise what's a union for?
"The law is all on the side of the
strikers. The National Labor
Relations Board has held that when
GE or other companies make a firm
offer, no matter how good, and then
fail to increase it, they arc not
"bargaining in good faith" as
required by the Taft-Hartley Act.
Though that Act states clearly (Sec.
8d) that the obligation to bargain
collectively "does not require the
making of a concession," the NLRB
and even some courts have treated
this provision as if it did not exist.
"In effect, then, the law imposes
on the employer a one-sided
compulsion to "bargain collectively"
which is in fact interpreted as an
obligation to make concessions. This
general condition helps to explain
why the newspapers in New York
have been reduced to three, why the
Metropolitan Opera has been closed
down, and so on."
Quoted from the NATIONAL
REVIEW, 12/2/69
SUPPORT RIGHT TO WORK
LAWS!!!
Cuba M. Farkas
continued from page 5
group with which the TEPCO plan
would be in competition?
14. Have the editors or the
MAINE TIMES corporation received
financial support from individuals,
organizations and companies to
oppose the TEPCO industrial plan
and what are the names of such
contributors?
We are cetain that any newspaper
expressing such deep concern for the
public interest as the MAINE TIMES
reader
will welcome the opportunity of
clarifying all issues and questions
involved, including those raised as to
its own interests in this controversy.
Very truly yours,
LeRoy G. Shepard
President
TEPCO Inc.
CC: PORTLAND PRESS HERALD
MAINE CAMPUS
new action— more on
army educated
education
To the Editor:
As a recent graduate of the
University of Maine, I take interest in
reading THE MAINE CAMPUS. One
article in the December 4th issue
bothered me quite a bit, and I would
like to reply with my own feelings on
"Education at the University of
Maine."
Mr. Smith's article on education
was an example of the lazy man's
attitude toward meaningful
educational experience. I would
assume he wants everything done his
way, but without taking
responsibility to do anything for
himself. The obvious lack of respect
on Mr. Smith's part tells me
something of his character, and I
hope that that trait is not typical of
the student majority.
I went through four years at
Maine, and believe me, I found a lot
of things wrong. However, I didn't
"blast" at those "guys" who
administer the University and talk to
them as if they have no idea as to
what comprises a college education. I
discovered that most faculty and
administrative people are quite
willing to discuss and investigate
problems which affect the education
of students. Apparently, Mr. Smith
does not wish to make any effort to
communicate with his teachers and
Deans.
While at Maine, I had the
opportunity to know many faculty
members and people in other offices.
President Libby, Dean Kaplan, Asst.
Dean Rideout, and many others are
good people, and they are all
sincerely interested in improvement.
But, they are not going to change or
make improvements unless all
persons respect each other as
individuals.
With reference to the older
professors on campus, let's not make
them feel like they're in the grave!
Perhaps they are losing touch with
the students and using old teaching
techniques, but is that all necessarily
bad? I would encourage any student
to take the time to discover their
teachers for what they are - human
beings. They don't expect to be
perfect all their life! If students took
an interest in what each teacher can
offer then they would learn much
more and mature much faster.
I offer this challenge to Mt. Smith
and other students who are interested
in improving their college education:
Humble yourselves and show your
faculty and administration that you
are willing to accept part of the
responsibility for your education.
Don't write disrespectful letters and
talk amongst yourselves. Take an
interest in classes by talking outside
of class with your teachers, and make
suggestions for improving classes.
Show the Deans and other officials
your interest by talking to them on
an individual basis.
The University is an exciting place
to become involved. Communication
results from respect and meaningful
discourse between "people." Change
which is benefical and meaningful is
possible at Maine because it has been
proven by people who are willing to
accept responsibility through
discussion, and not by people who
dare each other through demands.
Richard W. Sawyer
Class of 1968
January 8,
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opinion
miss mains universe
To the Editor:
Last year five attractive girls
represented the University of Maine
in the Miss Maine Universe Pageant.
In fact the winner, Miss Elaine
Bolduc, the first runner-up, Miss Jill
Berce, and another finalist, Miss
Diane Wallingford, were all from the
Orono campus. However, this year I
have received entry forms from only
three U. of Maine girls, and I would
like to see your campus better
represented.
The qualifications are minimal.
You must be single and between the
ages of 18-28 by May I. 1970. No
talent is required. All contestants are
judged on poise, personality, and
beauty of face and figure.
All contestants receive prizes and
the winner receives: a 10 day all
reprehensible
Dear Sir:
expenses paid trip to Miami to
compete ia the Miss U.S.A. Pageant,
a week long all expenses paid ski
vacation at Mt. Snow, a 16x20
color portrait, Alo Cosmetics, $100
in cash, a $50 savings bond. Catalina
swim wear, a watch from Day's
Jewelers, shoes, gloves, and other
prizes from various sponsors.
The pageant will be a weekend
long event at Sugarloaf in March. If
you are interested in being a
contestant please write to Miss
Cherry H. Campbell, 105 Hastings
Hall, Gorham State College, Gorham,
Maine, 04038. A sponsor is not
necessary.
I would like to make two
comments pertaining to the
publicizing of the problems of the
Department of Sociology.
First, a letter from four members
of the faculty to Dean NoIde was
published. The party responsible for
making this letter available to the
immediate public shows lack of
judgment and, I think, dubious
ethics.
Second, the article chronicling the
internal, private, and painful affairs
of the department was reprehensible
on two counts. One, that the story
was written at all was unfortunate.
Two, that it represented only one
side of a very complex situation was
tragic. It seems to me, as one of the
uninitiated, that responsible
journalism demands the presentation
of a balanced and reasonable picture,
especially when character and
reputation are at stake.
Michael D. Saleebey
Dept. Sociology
Editor's Note: An updating on the
Sociology is in the offing.
Thank you.
Cherry Campbell
minority
viewpoint
Dear Editor:
Your article of Dec. 11
concerning the Department of
Sociology reflected the viewpoint of
only some (possibly a minority) of its
members. A sizeable number of
members of the Department who are
known to have views at variance with
those stated, were not consulted
before this article was published. It
contains several factual errors as well
as very serious errors involving the
interpretation of facts. I will be
happy to provide clarification on
these points, to the extent that I can
do so without attacking any
colleague directly or broadcasting
information given to me in
confidence. I wish that some of the
other members of this Department
had done the same.
Donald A. Tennant
Assistant Professor
of Sociology
situation in the Department of
Moe music ill to
(PICS) — An evening of baroque
music, making use of two baroque
instruments, the harpsichord and
organ, will be presented by five
University of Maine faculty members
Thursday (Jan. 8) at 8:15 p.m. in
Lord Hall Recital Hall on the Orono
campus.
PIP Scholarship
The UMO Pulp and Paper
Foundation has received $10,000 to
establish a scholarship fund.
The income from this fund will be
awarded annually to a student at the
University of Maine, Orono, who is
training to enter the pulp and paper
or an allied industry. It is the 14th
such named scholarship established
with the Foundation, all of which
amount to $10,000 or more each.
The money was donated by
Joseph A. Benedetto, president of D.
Benedetto, Inc. and of Mill Paper
Fabrics Ltd. of Canada. He is also
director of these companies and their
several subsidiaries. The company is
one of the largest suppliers of
secondary fibres to the paper
industry.
FOR RENT - Large, one bedroom
apartment to sublet. Located in
center of Orono. Te1:866-7944 MW!
12:00-1:00.
The Orono Health Center is now
open week days 9 a.m.-4 p.m. for
information, referrals, transportation,
clothing and invalid equipment. The
center is located in the Community
House on Bennoch Road, tel.
866-4648.
A true baroque program of great
variety was selected by the five
musicians, Robert Collins, cello;
Eugene Davis, baritone; Clayton
Hare, violin; Frederick Meyer, oboe
and English horn; and Alice Mumme.
organ and harpsichord.
A sacred concerto by Schuet/.
"Paratum ('or Meum Deus," by the
entire group will open the program.
and later the four instrumentalist
will play Telemann's "Trio Sonata in
C. Minor" for oboe, violin and
continuo (cello and harpsichord).
Mrs. Mumme will present tvw
solo groups, including the organ solos
"Toccata" by Pachelbel, "Trio en
Passacialle" by Andre Raison, and
"Psalm 19" by Marcell°. This is the
first time that the university's
baroque organ has been used in
ensemble music on the Orono
campus since its installation a year
ago. Mrs. Mumme will also present
"Sonata in D Minor" by Scarlatti and
"Le Roseaux" by Couperin on the
harpsichord.
Three vocal works are on the
program, beginning with the Schuetz
concerto. Handel's "Dalla guerra
amorosa," is a secular solo cantata
for baritone and continuo, and "Das
neue Jahr ist kommen ("The New
Year Has Come") by Romhild. also a
:hurch cantata, will be presented by
the group.
NE . . .
"BBC World Theater"
Sunday. 6 p.m.
. . . ON WMER-FM
Plan CUM mint Sed COINS
(PICS) — The excellent facilities
at South Campus, which include five
potter's wheels and several kilns for
drying, will once again be used for a
course in pottery offered by the
University of Maine's Continuing
Education Division beginning Jan. 5.
Four class sections have been
esta6lished and will meet for
two-hour sessions twice a week for a
six-week period. Sections are
scheduled for Mondays and
Wednesdays at 4 or 7 p.m. and
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 4 or 7
p.m. Morning classes from 9 to 11
a.m. will be arranged if there is an
interest for them.
Class instructor Ivan Booker,
manufacturer of potter's wheels and
clay creations, said that individual
attention, ample use of the potter's
wheel and a chance to work at one's
own speed are important features of
the short course.
L_ WHEN IN NUIGOR COME TO
'Me Baltimore RESTAURANT
NEW . . .
"Buchwald On"
Mon.-Fri., 6 p.m.
. . . ON WMEB-FM
Exide
BATTERIES
Economy Furniture
Old Town 827-2484
ERV'S
Barber and Men's Hair
Styling Shop
— featuring —
"ROFFLER SCULPTUR KUT"
Th. robe exclusive in hairstyling
For Appointment for Regular or Hair Styles
— Call 866-3593 —
4 Mill Street
7:30-540 Daily .
Orono
. Closed Wednesday
9Guilford Mills, Inc.
le Announces It's
Annual Fabric Sale
Beginning Jan. 12th
Ending Jan. 24th
A Tremendous selectio,
of styles, weight, and
blends plus bonded
with guarantee
54" to 60" width
at your local
GUILFORD MILL STORI.
across the bridge
Pats Sew and Knit
47 Center Street, Old Town
HOURS: Mon—Sat. 9:30-5:00 Thurs. Eve till 9:00
Each class is limited to five
participants to insure these features,
he added.
Tuition, which includes the cost
of clay and materials, is $35. Further
information and registration
materials may be obtained from the
U of M's Continuing Education
Division, 14 MerriU Hall, Orono, or
by calling 866-7339.
KEEPSAKE
—DIAMONDS—
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing
University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
Complete line of fraternity and
sorority charms
38 Main St. Orono
Tel. 866-4032
1 HARDINGFLORIST
VIEDDING BOUQUETS
FUNERAL DESIGNS
CORSAGES
POTTED PLANTS
CUT FLOWERS
FLOWERS BY WIRE
Free Delivery to Campus
CALL 989-2100
22 S. Main St. BREWER
•
 •
DO YOU NEED a drawing
pen, ink, paper, pencils,
rulers, typewriter ribbon?
Anything in the ofRce and
school supply line.
Bangor Merrifield
Office Supply
14 State St. Bangor
Toyota
Corona
named
Imported
Car of the
Year
Road Test Magazine
Bur Toyota Corona is nsore than the
choice of experts With fully risclin•
ing bucket seats, nylon carpeting,
vinyl upholstery and a 90 MP engine
that sips gas, ,. ,nspriess people
who know net. about cars 100
NCI fingYOUR felt NOS INTHE AUMMOSILE BUSINESS
• .01 r W1,14 CM
60.100. 111.11.11,1,
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Booklet discusses career planning McNeil anoints student affairs task force
According to the University of
Maine's Office of Planning and
Placement at UMO, Liberal Arts
graduates are wanted by businesses,
professions, and industry, but in a
number of cases it is a question of
the student knowing where to look.
The UM office has published a
26-page booklet designed specifically
10,000 PAPERBACK TITLES
VISIT OUR LOWER LEVEL SALES AREA
Featurheg
MONAIUtCH — SAMS NOM
and .any ether College Oriented Unee
Mr. Paperback
1 Central Street Banger
BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS, EVERY KIND PRINTED,
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAPERBACK. ALWAYS A
LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED FURNITURE AT LOW,
LOW PRICES. HUNDREDS OF ANTIQUES FOR THAT MEAN-
INGFUL GIFT.
— Largest Shop in Maine —
End of Toll Bridge Brewer, Maine
Open 9-9 Tel. 9424363
TEACHERS NEEDED
Teaching opportunities for beginning and experienced
candidates in private schools coast to coast. Education
courses not required. Write.
SCHOOL SERVICE BUREAU
Post Office Box 278K
Windsor, Connecticut 06095
Tel.: 203 - 688 - 6409
The Maine Outing Club
is offering the following fine quality camping equipment
at discount rates:
1 8" 550-LB. TEST WHITE NYLON CORD
BRITISH ARMY ALUMINUM PACK FRAMES
U. S. ARMY DOWN SLEEPING BAGS
Contact: Ned Rohr, Greenhouse
tel. 866-7919
Phil Coyford, 124 Aroostook
tel. 866-7211
Chalet
Bill Gaven
Snow Tires
Winter Tuneup
Flying A
866-2S38
University Motors
Bill Gave*
U. S. Tires
AAA
Chevron
8664311
BLACK BEAR WASH
MAIN STREET
• 22 WASHERS
ORONO
• 10 DRY CLEANERS
Self-Service Dry-Cleaning Machines
Come in to register for FREE T.V.
to aid the generalist student in the
College of Arts and Sciences to find
suitable career opportunities
following graduation.
According to information
contained in the booklet, the liberal
arts graduates are wanted in the work
and career world but the demand lies
oftentimes in areas not easily and
readily identifiable with the major
field of the student. Cited were such
areas as English, history, languages
and psychology.
The booklet was prepared
primarily for those Arts and Sciences
students who are not planning a
graduate program or are not
interested in a teaching career and
the publication attempts to provide
some information about
identification problems and
encourage the student majoring in
one of the more general liberal arts to
broaden his or her boundaries of
career thinking.
The publication, entitled "Where
Are You Going?" offers three types
of career information for liberal arts
students. They are:
I. A list of organizations which
have employed graduates of a specific
department directly out of college in
recent years.
2. A reference to those
employment fields which are easily
identifiable as relevant to the major
study area under consideration.
3. A special section containing
specific career fields open to the
generalist student.
The relevant fields include
employers who generally expect the
applicant to take the initiative ill
obtaining a job rather than sharing in
the aggressive on-campus search for
talent while the specific career fields
available to arts and sciences students
don't require a specific college major
but employers in these areas are
actively recruiting employees.
IFOR EVERYTHING
IN MUSIC
Instruments - Books - Supplies
118 MAIN ST. BANGOR
NEW . . .
"Fillneast"
Fri., 7:55 p.m.
. . . ON WMEB-111
$1 WEEKLY
DIN EITES
Economy Furniture
Old Town 827-2484
William Faulkner's Novel
A HIT FILM"
Steve McQueen
in'The Reivers"
Shown At 7&9
BIJOU BANGOR
UM News Service - Students
from eight University of Maine
campuses have been named to the
student affairs task force by Dr.
Donald R. McNeil, Chancellor of the
University.
Joining the students will be eight
faculty members and the task force
chairman, Rodney Redding, dean of
the faculty of Thomas College in
Waterville.
The students are: Sandra Bicknell,
ASC; Starene V. Giandrea, UMA;
Michael Cyr, FSC; Robert Lemieux,
FKSC; William Sims, GSC; Charlie
Jacobs, UMO; Diane Webster, UMP;
and Judith Dalton, WSC.
The faculty members include:
Charles Sturdy, director of student
services, Aroostook; Richard Randall,
director of student affairs, Augusta;
Ruth E. Williams, assoc. dean of
students, Farmington; Dr. Patrick
Smith, dean of students, Gorham; Dr.
Arthur Kaplan, dean of students,
Orono, Dr. James J. Muro, assoc.
prof. of education, Orono; Dr.
Dorothy Dissell, director of student
affairs, Portland; and Frederick
Reynolds, dean of student services,
Washington.
Dr. McNeil has asked the task
force to report to him on such
subjects of the relationships of
student, faculty and administration;
student life, and inter-campus
relationships within the University
system.
The task force is one of several
Dr. McNeil has appointed to study
specific details of the proposed
master plan for higher education.
NOTICE
The UM Amateur Radio Club
has again initiated its free message
service for UM students and
faculty. You may send a FREE
telegram-style message to
ANYONE, ANYWHERE by simply
filling out a message blank,
available at the specially marked
box beside the News Counter
telephone in the Memorial Union.
The recipient of the message does
not have to be an amateur radio
operator, however messages cannot
be handled without COMPLETE
ADDRESSES. AU messages going
to overseas military personnel must
include their APO number.
UMO on NBC
UMO has been chosen as one of twelve universities in the
country to be included in a public opinion poll, the results of which
will be used on a one hour television special to be broadcast over
NBC networks this Spring.
The program is a comedy special starring Rock Hudson, John
Wayne, Tony Curtis, Jonathan Winters and others. The show will be
produced by University of Maine alumnus Paul W. Keyes, who was
producer of LAUGH IN until he resigned in October, 1969.
100 students on campus will be polled on the subjects of
marriage, money, children and behavior. Each student will be asked
ten to twelve questions. The poll will be conducted the week of
January 12.
Any student interested in participating should leave his name,
address and phone number in the CAMPUS office, 106 Lord Hall.
Participation will be on a first come - first polled basis.
Participating students will be asked to sign a release, on a
separate form from the questionaire, stating they understand the
nature of the poll and will allow its use. No names will be used,
however, and no replies will be singled out. The results from Maine
will be compiled along with the results from the other schools. The
producers do not expect to break the opinions down by schools, but
plan to air only the complete results.
Pollution overcome
continued from page 7
Of the 100,000 people in
Penobscot County alone dumping
sewage into the Penobscot, 15 per
cent of them pay allegiance either to
the Town of Orono or the University
of Maine, For years Orono and the
University have been dumping raw,
untreated sewage into the Stillwater
and hence into the Penobscot.
The homes in University Park
have a settling plant, but this
accounts for only a fraction of the
University population. The only
other town on the river which treats
any sewage at all is Bangor, which 20
years ago gave up the idea of drinking
river water. It has interceptor sewers
running up State and Washington
Streets. Raw sewage is still dumped
directly into the Kenduskeag Stream,
but plans call for that to be remedied
next year.
Orono and the University are not
standing idly by either. The
University is building an interceptor
line to connect into a treatment plant
being built in Orono. The Town of
Orono is also putting lines and town
engineers expect the system to be
operating in August. That's 15 per
cent of the raw sewage eliminated. It
still leaves 85 per cent to contend
with and with the exception of
Brewer, now in the process of
applying for federal aid, not too
many towns are too close to
installing sewers.
Eventually the sewers will come
to all communities and the Penobscot
River will approach something near
cleanliness. The Environmental
Planning Commission hopes only for
a "C" rating. That means you can
safely sail your boat on it. Falling in
may still be another matter, however,
depending on how your tastes run.
The salmon will probably be back
next year, new fishways arc now
being built in anticipation of clean
water and if everybody stopped
pouring in raw sewage, Sproul
estimates it would only be a season
before the shellfish could again be
harvested.
But nothing will happen until the
spirit of such communities as Orono
and the University are reflected all up
and down the river. People have to
care abotit the river and it's effects
on the area. And people have to have
enough pride in their areas and
disgust in what has been done to it
through sloppy technology before
things are set straight.
Setting deadlines is fine and as
long as there is a law, people can be
made to meet marginal' requirements.
But that only means a marginal
environment, and the Penobscot
River and Maine deserve more than
that.
OLD TOWN BODY SHOP
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting & Welding
Gas, Oil- & Auto Accessories
Frost End, Alignments & Wheel Baladeing
Name° Approved
OW Toe's, Melee
Tel. 827-2400 for Free, &times,
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!Smith on you
a play
by Jim Smith
This is a play for one character.
Its genesis is a discussion I was
involved in one evening prior to
Christmas vacation.
It may be that what this play says
is not important. I wrote it with that
risk in mind. Because I am a writer,
however, I believe that what this play
says has value.
It may also be that this is NOT a
play. Perhaps it is more like a poem.
There is no risk in that. I write for
message and for entertainment, not
for form.
Like most good things, the
evening that discussion occurred was
See our Campus Reps.
Martha Pinkham
428 Somerset
•
WONG'S
LAUNDRY
Dry Cleaning
We Specialize
In Quick Service
on Shirts - Trousers
Coin-Op Laundry
For MI Your Laundry
And Dry Cleaning Wants
See
WONG'S
ressebeeof Plaza
liostiper, Maine
11411-344S
UNWANTED HAIR;
Safety - Intelligently
Permenendy
fledlornstic rhort woe
method removei ugly
unwonted heir pernimently
Comultetion Free
CM for Appointment Tod./
DOCTORS MUFERspois
1111111LEY SCINIEIDER
autcreoLvse SSOCIMAT
not planned. It simply happened.
And as it happened those of us
involved realized and we played into
its web. We reinforced it more
subconsciously than consciously.
And it was good.
This play, then, is dedicated to
five beautiful people: Connie,
Holmsie, Steph, Budgie, and Bern. I
love you all.
(The stage is dark. Music is heard
in the background. It is barely
audible, but the volume rises. As it
NEW . . .
"The Goons"
Wed., 7 p.m.
. . . ON WMEB-F111
rises the audience recognizes the Tim
Hardin recording of "A Simple Song
of Freedom." When the volume
reaches a certain peak a man walks
on the stage. He is casually dressed
and he sits on a stool in center stage.
The music dies down, the man takes
a deep breath and exhales, removes
papers from the inside pocket of his
jacket, and begins to speak.)
"This is the six o'clock news from
the University of Maine in Orono. I
am Jim Smith.
In Orono it was quiet today.There
were NO riots. NO one was raped.
NO stores were looted. NO banks or
gasoline stations were robbed. Orono
was quiet.
All over the University of Maine
campus American flags were waving.
Tris Manchester, a photographer
for the MAINE CAMPUS, stood
silently for several minutes this
morning and watched one of the
flags. He wore a peace button.
Stephanie Seguino, a resident of
Kennebec Hall, was NOT murdered
today. She is still alive.
It began to snow late last night
and by early morning there were
approximately seven inches of
powder on the ground. Most ski
resorts are advertising good to
excellent conditions.
Sharon Joseph, a resident of
The RED LION
AuthenticEnglishPub
CHOP HOUSE
for reservations phone
945- LONDON
extensive banquet facilities
MILLER'S RESTAURANT- 427 Main St., BANGOR
REDUCED PRICES!
• ALL SKI JACKETS
Warm Quilt Lined
• WOMEN'S WARM LINED SNO-BOOTS
All Heights
Now Reduced for Clearance
Cutler's MEN'S Store
OLD TOWN
S DNiS
tavern
PITCHERS !!!!
7 Contor St. Old Town
AT THE END OF THE BRIDGE
"Now has SHUFFLE-ALLEY
and BUMPER POOL"
Beer & Ale S d
Hancock Hall, was very pleased,
because she likes to ski. She says it
gives her a tremendous sense of
freedom.
David Rice, an off-cmapus
student, was NOT pleased. He
commented, "I had to clean out the
damned yard and it was cold." But
Rice forgot the snow later when he
got excellent grades on two tests he
had studied for all last week.
President Libby arose early this
morning, spent a busy day, decided
he had done a good job, nd retired to
his home for an evening of quiet
relaxation.
A roving reporter saw a robin on
the Mall this afternoon. The bird
seemed content despite the snow.
Lee Bragg, a resident of Oxford
Hall, got up early, had breakfast at
the Hilltop Cafeteria, looked over his
notes, and went to class.
Nancy Churchill, a Somerset Hall
resident, saw the snow in the
Quadrangle behind Somerset and
commented that it was pretty.
Another roving reporter told us
that a glass of beer at The Shamrock
still costs thirty-five cents and still
tastes as good as it always has.
Jim Holmes did NOT steal
anything today.
And at Bar Harbor the waves were
very high today. Despite the early
morning snow it was sunny this
afternoon and several people drove to
Acadia National Park. They walked
on Sand Beach despite the cold wind.
They stood on the rocks over
Thunder Hole and they felt alive. NO
one drowned.
That is the six o'clock news.
Remember Epicuras. Buy some
flowers and maybe a bottle of
champagne. Think peace. You could
be wading in the rim paddies. And
think of Lenny Bruce sometime.
This is Jim Smith at the
University of Maine wishing you a
pleasant good evening."
(The lights dim as the
commentator walks off the stage.
The Donovan recording of "Atlantis"
is heard.)
GE hearing postponed
by Eileen French
An attempt at justice came too
swiftly and the trial of the Orono 18,
charged with a sit-in Dec. 5 against
the General Electric recruiters, has
been postponed until next week. The
original appeal date had been set for
last Tuesday, the second day back
from vacation.
Prosecuting officer Charles
Ludwig of the Dean of Students
Office failed to notify the convicted
through the mail until last Monday.
Those who live off campus did not
receive their notification until the
day of the proposed trial.
A five man committee of the
Orono 18 was to have planned their
defense, but the short notice did not
allow sufficient time for preparation.
It was this situation that faced
one committee member, Darrell
French, late Monday night. The
uninformed French was asked by
Charlie Jacobs, student
administrative assistant, "What time
is your trial, tomorrow?" His answer,
although unoriginal but typical, was,
"What trial?"
Arming himself with the pertinent
facts, French rushed off to find
others of the Orono 18 to collaborate
Jacobs's information. When it
appeared that things were't going too
well, Frank Kadi, French and another
member of Orono 18, decided to give
Ludwig a call at his home. Ludwig
wasn't home.
Finally after contacting Ludwig,
French convinced him he had
proceeded too swiftly in his
dispensation of justice and that, if
the Orono 18 agreed to it. the trial
could be postponed a week. As the
committee was authorized to appeal
for the whole, it was necessary to
find two members who agreed with
his idea. The hardest part was finding
two members.
After Frank Kadi had agreed to
the idea he used the convenience of
the telephone to attempt the
contacts. It just wasn't his day. One
member was "temporarily insane," as
they in the subculture and another
was overly romantic, as they say at
mixed parties. The other member was
married and out for the evening.
The situation, hopelessly gone to
pot, Kadi and French, after talking
with several non-committee members
of the Orono 18, decided to proceed
with the idea of a postponed trial.
Charles Ludwig, anxious to
appear fair, although raising several
objections, agreed to the plan. As it
stands now the committee members
are reunited and all is well.
Knox Hall goes dry
by Sue Caldon
got up at 7 a.m., stumbled into
the bathroom, turned on the faucet -
nothing. So I tried another sink and
finally came to the shattering
conclusion that there was no water,
but just to make sure I went back
and checked with the kids next door
- right - no water. They had gone over
to the cafeteria to wash up, so I
packed up all the paraphernalia, got
dressed, and joined the exodus to Hill
Top's Ladies Room.
TVs — Black & White
$78.00 up
Color: $199 up
Portable Radios
$4.95 up
8 Track Car Stereo
Tape Player $65 up
Stereos $34.95 up
Clock Radios
$16.95 up
NORTH MAIN MD TOWN
Early Tuesday morning a 4 inch
water main going to Knox Hall
broke. At that time there was still
some water reaching the first floor,
but this was shut off so the work
crew could repair the damage.
At one p.m. the workers dug
down to the pipe but had not
discovered the location of the break.
Digging was slow because frost had
settled into the ground a foot deep,
and the men had to use jack hammers
to break the surface layer. One delay
occured when they dug in a muddy
spot, reached thepipe and discovered
that the damage was about ten feet
away.
Officials speculated that since the
cast iron pipes were only about 2
years old, the cause of the break was
probably a slight ground movement.
According to Hiram T. Gerish,
superintendent of buildings and
trade, cast iron can stand httle
movement. Nlost of the pipes on
campus are cast iron Gerish said, but
added it is the standard metal used
for water mains.
Gerish estimated that the pipes
would be fixed and water restored to
Knox Hall by 5 or 6 o'clock.
The final tabulation of official
football statistics for the 1969 season
by the National Collegiate Sports
Services show that University of
Maine senior split end Gene Benner
was the 19th ranked receiver in the
United States in the college division
teams. This season Benner was named
first string and All Yankee
Conference; first team end, All-New
England; and honorable mention.
Little All-American.
S•
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MO extends Conn. but loses
by Gary GrOWe
Hampered by foul trouble, UMO
lost to Connecticut 83-75 Monday
night.
The loss, following road losses to
Hofstra and Army, dropped UM to
0-7.
For UCONN, it wa; the sixth win
in ten decisions.
Maine, after intensive defensive
drills over the holidays, managed to
shut-off the Huskies' outside scoring.
But Maine's scrambling, pressing
defense lost its effectiveness against
the well-drilled, taller Huskies and
the Connecticut height advantage
cost UM points inside.
The game ranks as one of the top
efforts for the Bears this season. The
half-time score, 34-34, gives an
indication of the true grit the Bears
displayed.
The first half was evenly played as
the teams traded the lead. UM broke
on top and stayed there for the first
six minutes.
Bob Boyd, on a pair of fouls and
a tap-in, put the Huskies
momentarily in front.
UM's Craig Randall, a 6'4"
sophomore forward, showed flashes
of his freshman promise as he led
Maine to a 34-34 tie at the break.
Randall was helped by 6'5" Mark
Johnson. another sophomore
forward.
Ubiquitous Bob Boyd gave
UCONN a four point spread at the
opening of the second half. Mike
Hanson's bucket and a break-away
basket by Marshall Todd brought UM
even.
lhe Huskies then ran off nine
quick points and never relinquished
their edge.
UM pulled within four points
with 5:35 remaining. But leading
rebounder Nick Susi and guard Mike
Hanson fouled out, ending the Bear's
chances.
Apiin. Maine dropped the game at
the foul line. UConn hit on 33 of 39
;CORIEBOARD
Connecticut (83)
AG G AF F TP
Hruba la 14 4 5 5 13
Staak 17 5 2 1 11
Budsinzky 7 3 1 1 7
Taylor 9 1 2 2 4
Boyd 21 5 19 17 27
Koski I 0 0 0 0
McCrocklii 5 3 1 1 7
Hoagland 7 3 7 6 12
Jacky m 1 0 0 0 0
Melody 1 1 1 0 2
Zorsky 0 0 1 0 0
— —
83 25 39 33 83
Maine (75)
AG (; F TP
Chandler 3 I 1 0 2
Hanson 9 5 0 0 10
Todd 14 6 1 1 13
Susi 12 3 6 I 7
Randall 14 4 8 7 15
Johnson 6 3 9 8 14
Sterling 0 0 0 0 0
Stinson 3 0 4 2 2
Bessey 3 1 0 0 2
Ma)() 13 4 2 2 10
Haynes 0 0 0 0 0
67 27 31 21 75
Lach week the CAMPUS will print
a weekly calendar. Clubs and
organizations are asked to submit
notices by Friday noon for inclusion
in the following week's issue.
attempts from the stripe while being
outscored 27-25 from the floor.
UConn's Ron Hrubala led the
rebounders with 15 to 13 for Craig
Randall. Mark Johnson grabbed nine,
all in the second half.
Top gun for Connecticut was Bob
Boyd with 27 points. He was
supported by Hrubala who finished
with 13.
Randall and Johnson headed
Maine's attack with 15 and 14,
respectively.
Maine is home Jan. 10 against
Yankee Conference opponent
Vermont.
campus
sports
( 
'p
Maine spectators appear unhappy at the prospect of another two points for UConn during a
closely contested basketball game Monday night.
Wrestling debuts at Maine
(P1CS) - Wrestling is making its
debut at the University as a formal
intercollegiate sport this winter and
the young Black Bear squad is off to
a reasonable-if not spectacular-start.
The Bears have won one and lost
two matches to date, but their two
losses have been close ones, being
decided in the final bout of each
match.
Three of the UM wrestlers are
currently undefeated and this trio has
combined to give the University 37
points in the first three matches.
Steve Cary, a sophomore from
Needham, Mass., is undefeated in
three matches by forfeit against
Connecticut and Bowdoin. He
wrestles in the 118-pound class.
Tom Costello, a sophomore from
Sanford, has won a 10-4 decision
against Boston University, a 12-7
decision against Connecticut and
pinned his opponent in 4:49 of his
bout in the Bowdoin meet. Tom,
winner of the Bronze Star for action
with a U.S. Army infantry brigade in
Vietnam, competes in the 158-pound
class and won his letter this past fall
as a defensive back on the UM
football team.
Bob Milliken, a senior majoring in
economics, is from South Portland.
Contact Bridge
The event, sponsored by the
Recreation Committee of the
Association of College
Unions-International, Charles Goren,
and the American Contract Bridge
League will culminate in an
all-expenses paid trip to the National
Finals scheduled for May 1 - 3 at
Louisiana State University in Baton
Rouge.
. Students will compete on their
campuses to qualify for participation
at fifteen regional matches and from
there go to L S U for the finals.
The massive plan is designed to
• encourage duplicate bridge on the
college and university level in order
to bring interested students together
in the regional and final matches.
Local competition begins at 9:00
a.m, in the Lown Room of the
Union. The entry fee is $1.00 per
person. Master points will be awarded
at all levels of the tournament.
Duplicate Bridge competition tor
college and university students on
campuses throughout the nation
begins here on Jan. 10, 1970.
Friday, Jan. 9
ML'AB movie, "Yellow Submarine,"
with the Beatles. Hauck Aud., 7 and
9:30 p.m. Adm. 50 (cnts.
Saturday, Jan. 10
Dance. Main Loun t the Union.
Musk by "Nobv 's Business."
Admission free.
Wrestling in the 190-pound class he
has been the most impressive
competitor on the new team.
Milliken won a decision against an
opponent in the Boston University
match and then pinned his opponents
in the Connecticut and Bowdoin
matches. Both pins were recorded
during the fourth minute of each
bout.
For all three it is their first varsity
intercollegiate experience on a formal
basis. The work of all three has been
satisfying to coach Ian MacKinnon.
A pin brings five points to a team,
a decision brings three points and a
forfeit delivers five points to the club
with a man ready to go. Maine's
losses were to B.U., 17-15, and
Connecticut, 20-17. The Bears' win
over Bowdoin was by a 28-12 margin.
With three more matches the
wrestling team will be seeing a lot
more action before the season is over.
NEW . . .
"Business Review"
Thurs., 5:55 p.m.
. . . ON WMEB.FM
FINALS COMING UP?
Don't smoke up your pad with that burning
Midnite Oil. Stay lit instead with a candle
from the huge selection at the
Picture & Gift Shop
Main Street Bangor
POLYNESIAN -AMERICAN
Besiorromt and Lamp
Opea 7 Days A Visa
Special Beskssummues
lemiessa
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TOW FAVOUR OMAN
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ARE YOU
HAVING PROBLEMS?
We Service Most
Brands Of. . .
• Radios
• Television
• Tape Recorders
• Record Players
• Amplifiers
• Musical Instruments
• Pianos Tuned &
Repaired
• Guaranteed Service
• Reasonable Rates
VINER MUSIC
TeL Bangor 945-9494
I
MANHATTAN TROPHIES
Manufacturers and
Distributors of
Maine's Largest
Assortment of Trophies
Engraving o/ All Types
9 May St. Bangor, Me.
TeL 942-6464
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•
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-,Ev*rything 'vq;
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officio and business,
. .
13s. wolagt;9ton.
Bangor
942-6789
NORTH END CAFE
BEER & ALE
Chile, Spaghetti
Home Baked Beans
Fish Chowder
Open from 6 A.M. - 1 P.M.
316 N. Main Old Town
$27-4771
ingeoformun vi;
BARBER NOP
Special**,
in:
HAIR CORING
HAIRPIECES
STYLING
RAZOR CUTTING*
RETOUCHING
Coma down to
35 North Main St.
OLD TOWN
or call 827-5531
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1
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